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Abstract 

This manuscript will explore the development, implementation, and impact of the 

Canadian military health education programs which were designed to combat venereal 

disease during World War One and Two.  This exploration will engage many different 

sources, including the following historical works which were essential to my research 

scheme; The Secret Plague by Jay Cassel, The Double Bind of the Double Standard: V.D. 

control in the C.W.A.C. in World War Two by Ruth Roach Pierson, and From Health to 

Welfare by Janice P. Dickin McGinnis.   While a number of authors have considered the 

social, political, and medical impacts of the V.D. epidemic in Canada and other countries 

during war and post-war time periods, the focus of this manuscript will specifically be on 

the development of V.D. prevention programs in the military, through exploring the 

impact and consequences of these campaigns, as well as tracing their translation into 

civilian public health issues on the home front. 

In order to provide an overview of the venereal disease situation in the military, 

this study will focus on the various materials that were circulated among soldiers during 

World War One and World War Two, drawing together the themes and techniques of the 

advertising campaigns and summarizing their effect on the V.D. crisis.  This study of 

V.D. education was inspired through a set of four matchbooks, which are included in the 

collections of the Museum of Health Care at Kingston. This manuscript will explore the 

themes exhibited by the matchbooks and seek to contextualize them into the broader 

scheme of materials that were used to educate soldiers about the venereal disease problem 

in both World War One and Two.  
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Introduction 

 At the closing of the nineteenth century, Canada had developed a reputation for 

being a strong and resilient faction of the British Empire, particularly in regards to the 

health and welfare of her people.  Canadians were for many years considered to be 

among the healthiest people in the world, surviving the changing weather with vigor and 

proving their resilience against a land whose geography was as varied as its climate.  Not 

far into the twentieth century, however, the Canadian population was plunged into a 

complete reformation of its standards of health and well-being.  The discovery of various 

ailments led to a perceived health crisis, and this led to the creation of an intricate system 

of health governance.  Among the various challenges that threatened the national well 

being of the country, the venereal disease situation presented authorities with a problem 

that was viewed to be particularly threatening.  The outbreak of World War One 

coincided with the discovery of a record number of V.D. cases among Canadian troops 

and civilians; soon Canadian health officials were scrambling to act on a problem that 

they discovered was of completely unsuspected proportions. 

 In the rush to solve the V.D. dilemma, Canadians unknowingly created standards 

of health regulation and public health outreach that would affect the country’s population 

for the rest of the century. The development of the V.D. campaign involved the 

collaboration of a number of preexisting societal authorities: medical, moral, and 

religious voices included.  The relationship that would form between these dogmas, as 

Canada took on its first nation-wide preventative health campaign, would have an echo 

effect throughout the rest of Canadian medical history, through extending the same 

principles of national well being to future epidemics and ailments.   
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 Upon the discovery of the V.D. epidemic, both medical officers overseas and 

doctors on the home front were presented with an interesting dilemma. At a time where 

very little could be done to cure the V.D. problem in medical terms, the biological 

implications of the outbreak stood as a great threat to Canadian health standards; fast and 

effective action was necessary to fight the epidemic. Venereal Disease, encompassing 

syphilis, gonorrhea, and the less threatening chancroid, describes a set of sexually 

transmitted infections that are caused by parasitic bacteria.  The route through which 

these organisms perpetuate themselves (infection through intercourse) is particularly 

effective, as these parasites simply depend on human nature to survive.   

In his work The Secret Plague Jay Cassel explores the very unique biological 

problem that the V.D. situation presented to doctors at the turn of the twentieth century, 

and focuses on the larger dilemmas that it presented to the medical establishment.  

According to Cassel, the V.D. problem was very misunderstood until the turn of the 

twentieth century when successful testing mechanisms allowed for a clearer assessment 

of the problem.1  Before these medical breakthroughs, efforts to understand the V.D. 

problem were very much hindered by social and sexual taboos of the Victorian age.  Fear 

had previously prevented people from reporting infections, which would have often been 

considered a fair and just punishment for the illicit behavior that caused the disease in the 

first place. As a result, doctors were often inexperienced in dealing with occurrences and 

unable to understand the full extent of their spread.  Cassel notes that even the biological 

behavior of venereal diseases, which go through various life cycles and outbreaks in the 

body, stood as an additional obstacle for understanding infection, and doctors had 

                                                 
1 Jay Cassel. The Secret Plague (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987), 35. 
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difficulty distinguishing between cases that were dormant or cured.  Many cases went 

completely undetected until harsh outbreaks occurred by which point the physical 

impacts could be extreme on the body; syphilis, in its most dangerous manifestations, 

could cause blindness and insanity.2  While Cassel acknowledges that there were a 

number of nineteenth-century Canadian doctors writing about the danger of 

underestimating the V.D. problem, he argues that for the most part it remained a non-

concern for the medical establishment until the development of the Wassermann test 

which facilitated the detection of specific antibodies which existed in the body after its 

exposure to syphilis. 

 Throughout medical history other parasitic infections have been dealt with 

through methods which would be virtually ineffective for syphilis and gonorrhea.  Unlike 

malaria or the plague through which the carrier of the disease could be eliminated or at 

least controlled (mosquitoes, rats, etc), V.D. presents a problem that is passed within the 

species (human to human).  Those who have been cured of syphilis and gonorrhea 

infections continue to be susceptible to future cases and thus no vaccine can be made to 

treat the public, nor do the parasites produce any toxins that the body can develop 

immunity to.  Unlike many other diseases which have plagued society, there is absolutely 

no sure preventative medical effort that can be made to eliminate occurrences of V.D.  By 

the time any individual contracts the disease and thus becomes a patient, the window of 

sure treatment has closed.  The implications of this situation are extreme.  When 

prevention is the only key, medical authorities and health educators must take a proactive 

approach to making the public aware.  This has been the case for the outbreaks of many 

other preventable diseases.  When a preventable epidemic appears in our society today, 
                                                 
2 Cassel, 84 
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attempts are immediately made for that epidemic to be studied and controlled by the 

appropriate bodies who aim to solve the problem and alert the public to its dangers.  

When the V.D. outbreak came into the spotlight at the turn of the century, there were very 

few organized groups which existed to attempt to control this crisis. As a result the 

Canadian military and government scrambled to put the proper organizations into place. 

In taking action to solve the V.D. epidemic, these organizations were pioneering the 

realm of public health and establishing a model for health education and health policies 

for the provincial and federal governments. 

 The V.D. crisis prompted the creation of organized public health education in 

Canada, including the creation of the National Department of Health as well as the 

National Council to Combat Venereal Disease (NCCVD), later to become the Social 

Hygiene Council of Canada (SHCC), and eventually called the Health League of Canada. 

These bodies followed the example of military efforts to prevent V.D. through being 

charged with the task of implementing a nation-wide effort to educate the public and 

sway their opinions on a topic of a very intimate nature.  It was not just enough to inform 

people about the dangers of exposure, because health educators were appealing to 

soldiers and civilians who had little to no medical understanding of their own basic 

reproductive organs. Proper and effective education would require a very direct approach 

to the problem, which necessarily included introductory lessons on sexual health to put 

the diseases into a social and medical context.  Of course, the simplest and most obvious 

solution to the V.D. problem was the promotion of the ideal that all sexual intercourse be 

avoided, but such a solution could not be relied upon.  What then could be said or done to 

control the problem?  Aside from abstinence until marriage, which many authorities were 
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eager to see promoted as the sole defense against V.D., the problem required the creation 

and adoption of precise moral-medical codes which were tame enough to be publicized to 

the masses, but specific enough to affect an individual’s actions behind closed doors. 

A health report filed by the Canadian Social Hygiene Council in 1924 described 

the V.D. dilemma in terms which were quite frank, “A knowledge of venereal diseases 

will not prevent illicit sexual intercourse nor its consequences; there must be, in addition, 

sound ideals which act as a basis for the control of sexual appetite.”3  This description 

reflects the post-World War One approach which, by the end of the war, had evolved to 

include more preventative options than simple recommendations of abstinence.  As the 

campaign forged on, it became clear that the message moved from a focus on complete 

prevention to a focus on methods of protection. What is significant about both approaches 

is that the outreach concerning V.D. was at no time completely founded in medicine and 

science; it was, from its very beginning, closely tied to social and moral codes.  

Cassel posits that the V.D. problem has continually been taken far beyond its 

presence as a simple biological occurrence.  Most authorities involved in the fight against 

V.D. believed that control of the epidemic rested on social factors and attempted to 

influence individual behavior and induce fear in those who were considered to be most at 

risk to infection.  In the military of course, this meant protecting young troops from the 

perils of V.D. in order to strengthen the nation’s efforts in the war. This included; 

teaching them first to avoid loose women and immoral behaviour, and failing that, to at 

least protect and treat themselves in order to avoid infection.  As the development of the 

V.D. effort is traced, obvious transitions and changes in approach become apparent.  The 

more educators made the public aware of V.D., the more that educational materials had to 
                                                 
3 Canadian Social Hygiene Council. Report on Health, 1924. 
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keep up with public knowledge.  Throughout each campaign materials necessarily 

became more frank and honest about the V.D. problem.  

In addition to keeping up with the increasingly desensitized public, the themes of 

the V.D. campaign and the military policies outlining V.D. protocol also changed as the 

situation was perceived as increasingly desperate.  An overview of the V.D. education 

program of both World Wars indicates that medical, moral, and religious authorities were 

engaged in a constant negotiation over the direction of the campaign. Since its discovery 

as an epidemic in the Canadian military, the medical solutions and treatments of the V.D. 

problem, have been inextricably linked to the prevailing social and moral codes which 

governed the greater realm of sexuality in Canada; the impacts of this associated moral-

medical relationship which surfaced through the creation of the public health sphere in 

Canada, would greatly influence the face of public health outreach throughout the rest of 

the 20th Century.   
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World War One – The Epidemic Unfolds. 

 Although venereal diseases have been observed throughout most of medical 

history, major advances in detection and treatment did not occur until the break of the 

twentieth century. At the same time there was no real social context in place through 

which the average person could understand the existence and persistence of the venereal 

disease problem. Before World War One, Canadians had no more than two V.D. clinics 

in the entire country which were dedicated to the assessment and treatment of this would-

be epidemic.4  The discovery of startlingly high rates of VD in the Canadian 

Expeditionary Forces of World War One caused a panic in the army that in turn had an 

echo effect across the medical and moral conscience of the country.  By the end of the 

war, Canadian soldiers and civilians were being bombarded by a wave of newly created 

V.D. education materials and had access to hundreds of treatment centres across the 

country. All of this was a result of the national effort to attack what was supposedly a 

“war-time problem”. 

 In reality, the outbreak of V.D. had little to do with the war itself and more to do 

the conditions that worked to bring accurate infection rates into view.  Although it is 

obvious that certain conditions created by war exacerbated the problem, the war was 

primarily the mechanism which facilitated the discovery of the previously undetected 

medical crisis.  In From Health to Welfare, Janice P. Dickin McGinnis describes the very 

unique circumstances which facilitated the discovery of the V.D. epidemic around 

wartime.  McGinnis compares the discovery of V.D. in the military to the results of a 

standard check up at the doctor’s office; she says, “One of the ironies of a physical 

checkup is that it may reveal defects that one functioned adequately without knowing 
                                                 
4 Cassel, Jay. The Secret Plague, 43. 
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about…”5 This is exactly the case for Canada and V.D.   For many men and women, 

V.D. infections can be lived with comfortably, remaining completely undetected for 

years; however during the recruitment process for the war, the young men of Canada

went through rigorous testing of their physical condition which in turn exposed their sta

of health on mass to medical officers.  McGinnis notes that the discovery of this epidemic 

and the statistics which indicated that 181,225 men out of the first 361,695 tested did 

were declared unfit for service was a direct blow to prevailing myths which ranked 

Canada people among the healthiest in the world.

 

te 

                                                

6  The dissolution of this myth through 

the discovery of the V.D. epidemic was enough to jump start the Canadian health 

campaign.  In addition to medical exams done in the recruitment process, the military 

environment provided a situation where men could be expected to report for regular 

medical checkups during their time in service, and unlike many who had gone before 

them, these men were also the first group of Canadians to have the Wassermann test 

applied to them en masse.7 

 Of course Canada was not the only section of the British Imperial Army that dealt 

with this emerging crisis.  As other parts of the empire mobilized they too were faced 

with startling statistics.  In The Official History of the Canadian Forces in the Great War 

1914-19, Sir Andrew Macphail notes that the V.D. epidemic was a problem that was dealt 

with by both allies and enemies, including the United States, Germany, Britain, Australia 

 
5 Janice P. Dickin McGuiness, From Health to Welfare Federal Government Policies Regarding Standards 
of Public Health for Canadians 1919-1945 (Edmonton: University of Alberta, 1980), 8. 
6 Dickin McGinnis, 8. 
7 Cassel, 32.  Although perfected in 1906, the Wassermann test was not applied widely until around the 
outbreak of World War One, this is especially true for its use in Canada. 
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and New Zealand.8   The Canadian Expeditionary Force (C.E.F.) in Western Europe was 

perhaps in the most desperate of situations. Throughout the war, other allies reported 

V.D. infection rates of between 5 and 14.5 percent of their troops, (Britain consistently 

the lowest and Australia and New Zealand at the higher end of the scale) while Canadian 

reports were always distinctly higher than all other factions of the British Army.9  On 

average the men of the C.E.F. measured a 15.8 percent infection rate during the war, but 

with infection rates soaring as high as 28.7 percent in 1915, much higher than any other 

faction of the army.10 While it is arguable in hindsight, that these numbers could be 

misleading due to the possibility that repeat cases were counted and the potentially large 

margin of error which would have been created by different medical corps having varying 

abilities for detecting the problem, these were the statistics which guided the V.D. effort 

and Canada’s reactions to the problem.  What is most important to note is that it was 

widely considered and acknowledged by the British War Office and the Canadian 

Medical Officers that the C.E.F. had the highest infection rates.11  Moreover, it was 

believed that the C.E.F. was faced with a problem that not only threatened the 

productivity of their troops, but also the reputation of Canadian national health and 

welfare among its international allies.12 

At first, the Canadian reaction to the V.D. problem was predictably defensive. It 

was assumed among those in charge of the C.E.F. that men of decent Canadian 

upbringing and stature were being spoiled by the loose European women with whom they 

                                                 
8 Andrew MacPhail, The Official History of the Canadian Forces in the Great War 1914-19, Medical 
Services (Ottawa: F.A. Acland, 1925), 292. 
9 MacPhail, 293. MacPhail’s report outlines the statistics collected from all allied forces. 
10 Cassel, 123-24. 
11 MacPhail, 293. Although MacPhail suggests that these statistics could be inaccurate he does not refute 
Canada’s reputation as the most infected part of the army in any part of his report. 
12 Cassel, 123. 
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were coming into contact. While the first reaction to the problem was medical, through 

hospitalizing and isolating cases of V.D. sufferers, the secondary response of Canadians 

was to consider the conditions that were allowing these young men to contract such 

ghastly diseases. After failing to solve the problem through dealing with immediate cases 

of infection, education efforts were initiated which attempted to introduce the men of the 

C.E.F. to the problem of the “lewd” woman.   

In The Secret Plague, Cassel describes the situation that Canadian troops found in 

Europe; Canadians were apparently the most attractive faction of the army to British 

prostitutes who perceived them to be both wealthier and more desperate for company 

than other soldiers of the Imperial Army.  Cassel says, “Women crowded about the men 

as they arrived in railway stations, and they pursued soldiers in parks and outside camps 

and canteens – some were amazingly bold…”13 When initial education programs had 

little effect on V.D. infection rates, the blame was placed on these women. Canadian 

authorities could only control their men so much if no means of control were put on the 

women who so eagerly approached them.  The solution to this perceived problem had 

serious implications. Authorities would have to impose restraint on both civilian and 

military populations. Although it was common for men to give up certain liberties during 

military service, it was not so commonly acceptable to propose legislation that would 

limit the activities of the women of England.  The subsequent legislation was neither long 

lasting or effective enough to solve the ‘civilian side’ of the problem, as even the least 

restrictive laws brought an outcry from the British people regarding the infringement of 

their personal rights and freedoms. 

                                                 
13 Cassel, 124. 
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Furthermore, the argument made that the behaviour of European women needed 

to be curbed was flawed for two reasons: despite legal constraints on prostitution there 

would always be places for men and women to meet away from military supervision, and 

secondly, it was soon discovered that up to 25 percent of the infections which were being 

reported had occurred prior to military enrollment.14  Though never officially discussed 

at the time, there was also the possibility that men could have contracted the disease from

each other through homosexual contact in the camps. This possibility was not explored in 

any of the literature written about the epidemic at the time however, Sir Andrew 

Macphail did mention suspicions of men seeking out infection from other men in the 

corps in order to receive treatment and be given time off.  While Macphail was 

ambivalent to the possibly of homosexual contraction within the military, his report also 

blatantly stated that “VD is never contracted within an army; it is always contracted from 

civilians outside the army.”

 

                                                

15  

As a result of the V.D. dilemma, authorities developed a military education 

program that covered the basics of sexual health education; abstinence, prevention, 

protection, infection reporting, and treatment.  Although the idea of complete avoidance 

was always peddled as the number one solution to the problem (and in the early years as 

the only solution), the education campaign had to consider the various ways by which an 

innocent soldier could be exposed to the disease.  The makers of the V.D. education 

campaign were charged with the task of condemning the disease and its carriers in the 

minds of young men. This condemnation had to be strong enough to withstand the 

condoning suggestions put forth by materials, which attempted to give their audience 

 
14 Cassel, 136. 
15 MacPhail, 293. 
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enough knowledge to detect its presence and protect themselves, should they engage in 

such hideous behaviour.  Those who were carriers of V.D. needed to be characterized as 

ghastly and villainous threats to mankind, but not so much that those who had contracted 

the disease would be too ashamed to report it to their medical officers.  Finally, women 

had to be portrayed as the purveyor of disease; at the same time men had to see women as 

innocent victims and always to think of them as the sweet and innocent wife or girlfriend 

who might later be infected, go blind, or die should the infection be passed on.   As a 

result the education campaigns of World War One are filled with a number of mixed and 

contradictory messages.  

The V.D. Education Program 

 The education program that was created to address rising concerns over the spread 

of V.D. among soldiers in the Canadian Expeditionary forces during World War One was 

developed on the fly.  Although the approaches which were introduced would have very 

permanent effects on the future of Canadian public health, a survey of World War One 

V.D. educational materials illustrates that medical and moral discourse over V.D. was in 

constant flux and was continually changing to adapt to the perceived level of the crisis.  

The education campaign had many logistical difficulties, including accommodating the 

sensitivity of its audience and balancing a mix of moral and medical approaches, and later 

on (quite ironically) having to adapt to accommodate the inevitable desensitization of its 

audience.  While to soldiers, the V.D. effort was intended to appear as a well organized 

campaign which was uniformly delivered to all troops, behind the scenes, Canadian 

medical officers and war office officials were often scrambling to cope and often engaged 

in heated debate over how to best solve the problem. 
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Officially, the organization and planning of the V.D. campaign occurred as a 

result of a dialogue between medical officers, Canadian war officials, and the British War 

Office.16  Unofficially, the campaign was implemented by individual medical officers 

and other army officials who interpreted the guidelines and regulations which were 

prescribed to them.  In addition to the official education guidelines, certain materials such 

as circular letters, posters, and pamphlets, printed by associated organizations and 

individuals were officially sanctioned and circulated among the troops to help fight the 

war against V.D.  Where materials proved ineffective, it was up to individual medical 

officers to implement an education program under the guidelines given to them by the 

war office. Because the lines between sanctioned and unsanctioned material became quite 

blurred as the program progressed, reference to “educational materials” will include any 

material that was either circulated to soldiers by individual officers or documented by the

war office 

 

as a useful resource.  

                                                

 The first official step in V.D. education took place on December 14th 1914 when a 

meeting for all medical officers was called among the First Canadian Contingent of the 

British Imperial Army with the goal to “…impress upon them the necessity of giving a 

lecture to the non-commissioned officers and men of their respective units on the serious 

effects of venereal disease”.17  The intent of this lecture was to address the issue of V.D. 

and pass on to medical officers the growing concern that the war office had over the 

welfare of the Canadian troops and their potential exposure to syphilis and gonorrhea. It 

was decided that as soldiers began to take their leave on furlough, they needed to know 

about the threats that waited for them outside of their camps.  The lecture was to be 

 
16 These correspondences are found in the files of the Canadian Expeditionary Forces at the National 
Archives, RG 9 III Volumes 25-11-1 to 25-11-3 (3616-3618). 
17 National Archives of Canada, RG 9 III Vol. 25-11-1, 3616, vol 124.    
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passed on to men in every rank of the army. Lectures of this nature would continue 

throughout the war, calling into focus the dangerous potential that V.D. had to remove 

healthy troops from service.  As Cassel notes, the lecture program that was born out of 

this meeting involved a series of talks which took place as often as three evenings a week 

and often to groups of up to 1000 men at a time.18  

 While lectures remained a somewhat effective means of communicating the V.D. 

problem, the V.D. education effort expanded to include preventative pamphlets and 

posters which warned soldiers against exposing themselves and running with loose 

women. Eventually it included the distribution of means of protection including “Early 

Protection Kits”.   In this manuscript, V.D education materials from World War One will 

be categorized into the two separate motifs which show a divide in the ideologies behind 

the program.  The campaigns tended to focus on either prevention or protection: 

prevention promoted abstinence and the absolute prevention of exposure, and protection 

encompassed procedures that fought V.D. either before, during, or after exposure.  While 

prophylactics and ointments can be considered preventative in nature, for the purposes of 

this manuscript they fall under the category of protective measures, because their purpose 

is to protect against V.D.  Quite simply put, preventative campaigns only promoted 

methods of absolute prevention; in other words abstinence enforced by safeguards such 

as a healthy lifestyle, sports, and pursuits which were of an intellectual nature. Protective 

focused materials worked to protect against the disease itself, taking for granted that 

some soldiers would inevitably be exposed. 

 The materials distributed to Canadian troops during World War One, reflect a 

number of striking dichotomies. There was a clear distinction between medical and moral 
                                                 
18 Cassel, 125  
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rhetoric surrounding the problem, and the discourse reflects a behind the scenes 

negotiation as doctors, officers, and the public reacted to the situation.  One tension  

throughout the campaign was the struggle over censorship; of course men had to be 

educated at least enough to understand the impacts of V.D. on a physical level, but at the 

same time men could not be scandalized or given so much scientific information about 

their sexual health that they would forget their religious teachings.  A soldier’s ignorance 

about V.D. had to be treated as severely as an actual infection so that soldiers would 

understand the grave importance of the issue and take their education seriously; at the 

same time the same materials could not be so ‘educational’ that they would encourage 

sinful thoughts in otherwise innocent young men.  To complicate this matter more, 

authorities had to justify their efforts to their audience. This inherent conflict which arises 

out of introducing the topic of V.D. to unknowing soldiers will be referred to as the 

censorship dichotomy.  

Throughout the early years, educational materials focused on eradicating V.D. 

through three very obvious and rudimentary goals; they impressed upon soldiers about 

the seriousness of the problem, introduced a basic sexual health education in relation to 

the V.D. problem, and finally linked an individual’s sexual health and conscious to its 

affects on society. These basic goals exhibit the censorship dichotomy, revealing that 

contradictions between medical education and moral preaching were innate to the V.D. 

dilemma; neither perspective could be presented without the other due to prevailing 

taboos. Upon its introduction illicit medical education needed a religious defense to be 

taken seriously. 
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 As the war progressed and materials became more sophisticated, the V.D. 

education program expanded to include a number influences outside the realm of medical 

advice.  Most notable of these were the introduction of religious views on V.D. and the 

exploration of the role that women played in the perpetuation of the disease. Though at 

times women were blamed for spreading venereal diseases, ultimately all official 

materials looked at women as victims in the V.D. crisis.  Men were ultimately blamed for 

the V.D problem and women were but helpless victims who were unable to control their 

sexual desires when under the influences of the overpowering members of the male sex.  

Canadian officials nonetheless placed a lot of blame on the women in England and 

Europe, and at the same time put pressure on the British government to pass laws which 

would control the actions of their civilians.  Clearly, the view of women as the innocent 

victim did not reconcile easily with laws passed to control the actions of prostitutes or the 

increasingly vicious portrayals of women that were presented.  

 Throughout the V.D. effort, religion became increasingly influential in the 

campaign. This was illustrated by the idea of ‘the irremovable scar’.  It was put forth that 

even occasional or one time lapses in judgment could have an everlasting effect on a 

soldier’s manhood and could affect their wives, family, and unborn kin.  The guilt of the 

irremovable scar was particularly effective because regardless of a man’s personal 

religious affiliation, the ever present guilt also had biological ramifications. This 

persuasive technique is also quite effective for men who did not have anyone to associate 

with the image of the "waiting virgin”, because the lasting effects were said to effect a 

soldier’s loved one years down the line.  Under the threat of the irremovable scar, not 

only would a man be forever marked under the eyes of God, but the most detrimental 
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effects of the disease could also lead him and his wife to go blind, insane, and have 

feebleminded children. 

The Manhood Series – breaking ground for preventative measures against V.D.  

One of the first instances of print materials that were circulated to solders in the 

First World War for the purpose of V.D. education was a set of pamphlets designed by 

the Young Men’s Christian Association of Canada in 1918.  This set, originally designed 

as a five-pamphlet campaign entitled “The Manhood Series”, were all written in reaction 

to the military V.D. crisis and designed to teach men who are away from home and 

tempted by immoral thoughts about respectable behaviour and proper social hygiene.   

Although each pamphlet attempted to address a different part of the venereal disease 

issue, they all shared a common approach that emphasizes abstinence as the only method 

of control through a combination of moral, medical, and religious reasoning.  What is 

most notable about these pamphlets are their focus on prevention as the only reliable 

method for avoiding venereal disease. The pamphlets do indicate a number of initial 

troubles that emerged in fighting the war on V.D.  These included the problem of 

introducing the public to basic concepts of sex and sexuality as well as the having to 

defend the education campaign through religious affiliation and moral reasoning.  

Although records show that all pamphlets from the series were circulated among 

soldiers during the war, the third pamphlet of the series, entitled “Facts for Fighters”, 

took the most direct approach to dealing specifically with V.D. in the military.19  Like 

                                                 
19 These pamphlets are found as a part of the Canadian War Museum’s WWI pamphlet files in addition to 
being referenced several times in the Canadian Expeditionary Forces files (NAC RG 25 Correspondence 
Regarding V.D. in the C.E.F. in World War One).  Four of the set of five pamphlets can be found at the 
Archives of the War Museum under call number 58D 1-1.1  The titles included are, “The Way to Her 
House”, “Facts for Fighters”, “The Double Standard”, and “If Every Man Were Straight”.  A sixth and final 
pamphlet entitled “Coming Home…” was produced after the series in 1919.   
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many other early education materials it was very direct in catching the attention of the 

reader.  It clearly stated “Read this, fighters all, because we want to make Canada the 

cleanest, safest spot on earth, and make Canadians the cleanest, strongest people in the 

world”, thus attributing a clean bill of personal health to playing a part in keeping the 

strength of the entire nation.  Although the meandering introduction seriously convoluted 

the actual purpose of the pamphlet, which promoted healthy living and warned against 

the dangers of kissing and spooning with women, the true aim of the advertisement is 

made suddenly and drastically clear in section XVI.  The pamphlet’s message is clearly 

stated; “Syphilis and gonorrhea are the worst diseases known to mankind – yet some 

people are too ‘nice’ to speak about them and learn the facts”. 20   What is interesting 

about the introduction is that it was immediately followed by a slightly defensive 

comment which impressed on soldiers that they shouldn’t be to prudish about discussing 

the issue.  This defense perfectly exhibits the censorship dichotomy.   

There was a fine line between what doctors considered to be the spread of 

information and what the public could view as illicit pornography when dealing with such 

a taboo topic.  In addition to justifying the discussion of sex, the pamphlet also aimed to 

emphasize the severity of the situation and dissuade men from treating V.D. as a laughing 

matter.  The pamphlet warned that “any person who jokes about venereal disease is not 

only ignorant, but contemptible and criminal, as well”.   These defenses indicate the very 

rudimentary nature of these materials which, for many readers, would have been their 

first encounter with such education programs.  What is clear about “The Manhood 

Series” is that it not only attempted to educate men on the subject of V.D. but also tried to 

establish a proper attitude towards dealing with the problem among soldiers. 
                                                 
20 Facts for Fighters, 1918, XVI. Canadian War Museum, 58D 1 1.1 
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The “Manhood Series” also reflected the debate that was going on during the war 

regarding the issue of prostitution and its effect on V.D.  The portrayal of women in the 

series is represented by the two-way victim depiction, where regardless if a woman was 

the villain or victim in the spread of V.D., she was ultimately never to blame, as men 

were considered guiltier. This depiction is of course quite complicated, and often 

contradictory.  In addition to setting a precedent for the discussion of prostitution, the 

“Manhood Series” took a huge focus on the concept of the ‘irremovable scar’, which 

encouraged soldiers to view venereal disease as an eternally lasting condition which 

endured far past infection or cure.  Today, the “Manhood Series” serves as a perfect 

example of the prevention-type campaign, where abstinence and moral hygiene were 

purported as the only viable options for avoiding V.D.  Guilt is the overriding factor that 

was used to dissuade men from putting themselves at risk.  This guilt includes guilt 

towards women and other loved ones, the nation, future generations and of course a 

heavy conscience before God.  Although campaigns that included the concept of 

protection would follow, this series serves as a strong example of the elementary steps 

that were being taken to establish a fundamentally preventative health program. 

 “Facts for Fighters” sets out a standard on the treatment of women in the V.D. 

problem which would soon be reflected in almost all other educational literature. 

Although the materials attacked prostitutes and other women who preyed on military 

men, they were wholly forgiving of any woman who contracted V.D.21  What is 

intrinsically effective about this two-way depiction is that men are asked to find 

similarities between all women, and are encouraged to consider the prostitute in the same 

                                                 
21 It will be seen that as the education program progressed, this two-way victim depiction would be split 
into two very different victim/villain depictions. 
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way he would an innocent woman such as his sister or mother.  For example, “Facts for 

Fighters” implied that woman could be tricky and deceiving, telling soldiers that “…it is 

very hard to be sure that a woman is not diseased; it is easy for her to hide it, and even 

when cured she can get the germ again from a man in five minutes…”22 While this 

description slanders women as careless and clueless by the social health standards set out 

by the YMCA and the military, the blame is ultimately laid on men with the statement 

that claims “…it is impossible to catch all the diseased women and lock them up as long 

as there are diseased men who demand prostitutes…”23  Women are portrayed as helpless 

in the V.D. situation; it was men who had the strength and determination to put an end to 

the prostitution problem.  The pamphlet’s message is blatant, as it ended by reminding 

soldiers that “…men are wholly responsible for every bit of prostitution in the world”.24   

 The stance on V.D. became more complicated in other parts of the series which, 

though still attempting to blame men for the problem, were less forgiving of women’s 

role in the V.D crisis.   The pamphlet “The Way to Her House” focuses completely on the 

problem of prostitution and depicts women as conniving and desperate.  “She is enticing 

and tricky, and ready to employ any artifice or stratagem which may deceive and make 

one void of understanding,” says the pamphlet, calling any prostitute a “murderess” and 

warning men, “even though she doesn’t slay the body she kills a man’s self respect”.25  

Perhaps this pamphlet was less sympathetic to prostitutes because it does not try to 

incorporate both sides of the two-way victim depiction of women into its message.  The 

virginal bride-to-be who awaits the return of her fiancé is forgotten and the focus is 

                                                 
22 Facts for Fighters, 1918, XVII. CWM 58D 1 1.1 
23 Facts for Fighters, 1918, XVII. CWM 58D 1 1.1 
24 Facts for Fighters, 1918, XVII, XXX.  CWM 58D 1 1.1 
25 The Way to Her House, III, 1918. CWM 58D 1 1.1 
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completely on the money hungry women of the street.  Although the material still 

attributed the descent of women into prostitution to the demand that was created by the 

men who sought them out, the pamphlet still denounced the prostitute.  In order to show 

men the ‘hideousness’ of her house, the pamphlet attempted to show the realities of 

prostitution.  It warned men that women of the street use a ‘sweet and innocent’ act to 

confuse and attract them into believing they were clean and without sin.  Suddenly 

women, once portrayed as the weaker sex, were being depicted as cunning and capable.  

One of the most interesting components of the pamphlet is the production of statistics 

from a real “house of prostitution” listed as the first in a number of Facts to show men 

the more gruesome side of brothels and street women (See Figure 1). While it is obvious 

that the facts were laid out to show the true looseness of women (Mina taking the record 

with over 36 clients on a Sunday), the entire prostitution problem is yet again associated 

to men in fact number three which implies that it is men who drove fresh victims to join 

the likes of Kitty and Florence.  

 This guilt carries forward unto the other side to the scenario; that is towards the 

portrayal of the loving wife, sister, or girlfriend.  This image was used less frequently 

throughout the V.D. campaign (especially less often in World War Two), but was a large 

part of the overriding focus of the prevention campaign as the best avenue for avoiding 

V.D.   “Facts for Fighters” reminds each soldier that somewhere out there a woman is 

keeping herself clean for him, and hoping that in return her man will come to her in the 

same condition.  The pamphlet even goes so far as to invoke the images of future 

offspring in what is the most morally coded and guilt soaked passage of the whole series; 

 She is praying that you may come to her clean and true, so that she need have no fear. From 

the depths of her mother-soul, the voices of unborn children cry out for rightful heritage. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 – Pages from “The Way To Her House” outlining the statistics of a common brothel. 
Source: Canadian War Museum Archives 58D 1 1.1 
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Every child has a right to be well born. Resolve to have YOUR children enter the world with 

sound minds and healthy bodies, and thus give them a fair start upon life’s pathway.26 

This passages invokes two very important themes of the V.D. campaign; first, is the 

encouragement for men to hold near and dear the image of the woman he may be saving 

himself for, and second is the implication that Venereal Disease will having a multi-

generational effect, passing through your children, causing sickness, blindness, and 

feeblemindedness; the guilt of the “irremovable scar”. This message was taken up by 

other materials outside the YMCA including a pamphlet entitled “Facts for Men” which 

was were circulated to troops in both French and English.  This pamphlet, a part of the 

“Sword of the Spirit” campaign was geared specifically towards Canadian Soldiers 

through boasting the endorsement of both Canadian army and naval medical officers. It 

tried to dispel myths about V.D. and encouraged men to “read and reread” the material to 

familiarize themselves with the problem.27  “Facts for Men” devotes an entire panel of 

the eight-faced pamphlet to the image of the woman at risk.  Not only does the pamph

remind each man of the trust that ‘she’ puts in him, but it also leaves space to “Paste ‘her’ 

portrait here” so that he may be constantly reminded of her presence. (See Figure 2).  

While other panels of the pamphlet were devoted to basic sex hygiene and an 

introduction to the biology of the diseases, this panel was clearly the focus of the 

campaign, and was designed to make the greatest impression on its reader.  After the facts 

were presented, the “Paste ‘her’ portrait here” panel stood as a final moral plea, just in 

case simple medical and religious suasion were not enough. 

let 

                                                 
26 Facts for Fighters, XL, 1918. CWM 58D 1 1.1 
27 Facts for Men. NAC, MG 28, I 332, Vol. 139.  The “Sword of the Spirit Campaign” can be traced to the 
collaboration between the Canadian Army and the newly established Canadian National Council for 
Combating Venereal Disease (later to be the Health League of Canada).  The exact publication date of this 
pamphlet is unknown, but can be traced to midway through the way through its location with similar such 
materials. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 Figure 2 – English and French panels from the “Facts for Men” pamphlet. 
 Source: Canadian War Museum Archives 58 D 1 1.1 
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 Pamphlet number five in the “Manhood Series” is completely devoted to the 

image of the patient virgin; however the topic is approached in a particularly curious 

manner.  The quite daring and guilt ridden pamphlet entitled “The Double Standard” is 

the reverse of “The Way to Her House” and focused on the innocent woman who toiled 

on the home front.  In a way, the two pamphlets engaged in a debate, portraying women 

in two very different ways, but ultimately arriving at the same conclusion regarding the 

way that men take the power of their sexuality for granted.  The central conceit of this 

pamphlet is a surprisingly forward-looking argument which warns men that the double 

standard for sexual expression that they enjoyed would eventually be overthrown by 

women, who would one day be able to expect and demand that men obey the same 

standards which had governed female sexuality in the past.   

The pamphlet warned that “…when women really come to realize that thousands 

of the tragedies in their lives and the lives of their children are due to Venereal Disease, 

contracted by them from their husbands because of the double standard, they will surely 

seek emancipation in this, as they have sought successfully in other realms of life”.28  

What is curious about this pamphlet is that although it does predict a sort of sexual 

revolution where women will assert their sexualities and take charge, what it actually 

predicts is something more like a sexual reformation, whereby women will have the 

power to restrict the sexuality of men, and restrictions will increase to make both sexes 

equally oppressed.  Essentially, it predicts the rise of a very conservative feminism 

whereby women will accept the conditions they live under and actively impose the same 

restrictions on men.  It is interesting and somewhat ironic that the authors were perceptive 

enough to acknowledge the forthcoming changes which would be born out of women’s 
                                                 
28 The Double Standard, 1918, VI. CWM, 58D 1 1.1 
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efforts in the war.  The pamphlet posited that women, “…no longer slaves to man…” will 

continue to emancipate themselves in all aspects of their lives and living side by side with 

men, will learn to recognize and be resentful of the currently prevailing double 

standard.29  It also warns that “[t]he day is coming when women will insist that their 

future husbands shall be clean and pure, free from the taints of a lascivious lifestyle.”30   

This treatment of the “double standard” was particularly effective as it reached out to 

men who may not have already had a woman in their lives whose picture they could keep 

close to their hearts.  It was also extremely effective because it evoked a soldier’s hopes 

for the end of the war and a return to normal civilian life, with a warning which implored 

them to return home as the healthy and strong men that they had left as.   The idea 

expressed in ‘The Double Standard’ is completely forward looking, and warns men that 

someday their guilt will undoubtedly catch up with them, bringing them unimaginable 

amounts of pain and trouble. 

 The implication of the “waiting virgin” and for men who may not have had such a 

figure, the potential expiry of the double standard, directly related to the concept of the 

“irremovable scar”, which first emerged in the pamphlet ‘Facts for Fighters’.  The 

pamphlet warned men that all infections, however quickly cured, leave “… a scar on the 

body at the site of the malady”.31  The involvement of religion in the pamphlet furthers 

the idea of this scar.  In addition to associating a clean bill of health with the strength of 

the nation, it was also associated with a clear conscience before God.  The pamphlet 

clearly states that respect for sex organs goes hand in hand with respect for God, calling a 

person’s sexual organs “one of the most charming manifestations of God’s work in the 
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30 ibid. 
31 Facts for Fighters, 1918, XXXI. CWM, 58D 1 1.1 
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world”.32 What is important about this reference is that it is brought in under the guise of 

education regarding the sex organs. V.D. educators had to start from scratch; in order for 

men to understand the true consequences of gonorrhea of syphilis, they in turn needed a 

basic education on their own sexual organs.  While it is possible that a man might be able 

to cheat, avoid VD, and return to a wife who would never know otherwise, soldiers were 

reminded that they would always stand before God, who unlike any woman was all-

knowing of his behaviour.  

The most concise and straightforward pamphlet of the series is pamphlet number 

four, entitled “If Every Man Were Straight”.  Unlike the other pamphlets, which 

introduced V.D. through meandering introductions, this approached the subject of V.D. 

quite blatantly, under the assumption that soldiers had already attained a basic knowledge 

of the subject.  By providing its reader with numerous succinct endings for the sentence 

“If every man were straight…” the pamphlet complimented the biological and religious 

aspects of the V.D. campaign, tying them together in what was essentially a lecture in 

morality.  This pamphlet reviewed all of societies’ ailments, and associated V.D. with 

more obvious problems like alcoholism, gambling, and even murder.  The pamphlet is 

also the most strikingly religious of the series, using an innumerable amount of biblical 

references to prove the argument that virtually every problem in the world could be 

blamed on the male sex.  All societal ills were attributed to a man’s inability to control 

his sexual urges; from illegitimate children to prostitution, it seemed that all of these 

ailments could be solved by avoiding illicit behaviour.  The pamphlet even went so far as 

to say that men were the cause of all suicides among young women, and reassured men 
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that though suicide does not seem commonplace, “there are a great many today not so 

named in the press…”33   

What “If Every Man Were Straight” and the rest of “Manhood Series” pamphlets 

represents today is straightforward account of the original methods and themes of the 

V.D. campaign which in general, sought to establish knowledge of the V.D. problem in 

men through providing them with both a medical and religious understanding of the 

dilemma, and in turn fuse those approaches through an intricate use of guilt and moral 

suasion to affect a soldier’s conscious and in turn control his actions while away from his 

camp. 

Under British advisement, the Canadians educated their troops primarily through 

moral suasion and focused on prevention as the best (and most often only) option for 

solving the V.D. dilemma. Lectures given to soldiers hit home with what were generally 

the same messages as the “Manhood Series”, reminding soldiers of the harms of sexual 

vice.  One sample lecture sent out to medical officers early on in the war stressed a 

message that was almost identical to the YMCA pamphlets; 

Illness in many cases is not a man’s own fault, but in some cases it is; and to-day you are 

going to hear about the diseases connected with the sex-organs, which diseases in this 

country are almost invariably a man’s own fault.34  

The lecture focused on guilt as a method persuasion, by reminding men of the sexual 

power that they had to harness to avoid disrespecting themselves and the women they 

encountered. This ‘sample lecture’ is the earliest dated material which introduces the 

concept of “safeguards” to men of the army.  While said protective mechanisms do not 

exactly qualify in the same category as the prophylactic kits and early preventative 
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treatment centres which would soon become the focus of the campaign, they indicate the 

beginning of a turn towards measures which were more realistically minded than the 

simple encouragement of abstinence.  The associated syllabus which was sent with the 

sample lecture noted that certain safeguards could be used to aid men in temperance, such 

as participation in healthy exercise, games, and other amusements, as well as the 

avoidance of alcohol, filthy literature and lascivious thoughts and conversations.35  The 

introduction of these protective safe guards is indicative of the severity of the V.D. 

situation and the little impact that earlier campaigns were having on soldiers.  Cassel 

notes that by the fall of 1915 medical officials began to consider and debate whether or 

not it was effective to only show men what might happen, and it was becoming more and 

more agreed upon that campaigns based purely on moral suasion were having a less than 

desired effect.  As military hospitals became full with some 400 cases a month from the 

C.E.F. in 1915, it was becoming obvious to military officials that their problems were not 

yet solved.36 

From Prevention to Protection; adding lenience to the V.D. campaign 

 The desperation of the V.D. situation sparked debate between the Canadian 

officials who were struggling to find a solution and the British War Office who, not 

having as severe a problem among their own troops, were hardly sympathetic to the 

plight of the Canadians.  Even with the introduction of periodic V.D. inspections and the 

forfeiture of pay during treatment, the crisis became increasingly desperate. This situation 

engaged two debates; first over what could be done to control British women, and 

secondly and more relevant to the V.D education campaign, the argument over a move 
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towards education that focused on protection over prevention.  Men would have to be 

exposed to more in depth information, not only to help them avoid exposure, but also to 

help them protect and treat themselves should exposure occur.  

On Feb 18th 1916 the Director of Medical Services for the Canadian Contingent in 

London sent out authorization for a new method of combating V.D. in the C.E.F.37 The 

letter, which outlined the first instance of approved post-exposure treatments, indicated 

sentiments of new hope in combating the V.D. problem. The letter asked Medical 

Officers to impress upon their men the understanding “…that if they have had contact or 

means whereby they might become venereal patients, that they are at once to report on 

their return to Camp, to the Medical Officer, who will take preventative measures to 

protect them.”38  At last, some advances were being made for the medical officers who 

had previously been restricted against treating potential V.D. patients before they had 

medical evidence of an infection. The letter also indicated that men who so desired could 

be provided with calomel ointment and other preventatives for their use. This was the 

first reference to a type of post-exposure kit later to be called Early Preventative 

Treatment (EPT) Kits.  The Director of Medical Services seemed assured that these new 

efforts, including increased routine “parade inspections” (literally involving a parade as 

men walked past the medical officer) and the imposition of charges for men who did not 

report possible exposures would have tremendous effects on the problem. He stated, 
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“[t]his seems to be a step in the right direction, and I fancy our statistics of Venereal 

troubles will be cut down by one half in the near future.”39  

These new protective endeavors meant that a fundamental change had to be made 

in the campaign. While religious and moral reasoning would never be completely 

removed from V.D. education materials, the campaigns required a considerable reduction 

in moral rhetoric for the reporting and self treatment system to work. It was not just a 

matter of establishing the appropriate kits and procedures; a new approach to V.D. 

education had to be developed so that men would be comfortable seeking treatment and 

requesting the proper protective methods available to them.  

 Early Preventative Treatment Centres (E.P.T. Centres) were the earliest recorded 

method of protective treatment that took any actions against V.D. further than the simple 

suggestion of abstinence.  The creation of such centres however, meant that a precedent 

was being set which implicated the army in condoning the illicit behaviour of soldiers. 

This conceit said that if men did stray from the path of morality, they could at least be 

treated, if not also forgiven before God.  The implementation of preventative methods, 

such as the washing stations marked with a blue-light, brought up a fair bit of controversy 

from the British War office.  In The Secret Plague Cassel documents a number of 

sanctions placed on Canada’s ability to fight the V.D. problem.  On March 18, 1916 the 

War Office in London dispatched a letter which supported prophylactic washes, but could 

not condone preventative methods which would “afford opportunities for unrestrained 

vice” by soldiers. This opposition was particularly related to the distribution of personal 

kits including prophylaxis.  Instead, the War office encouraged a continued focus on 
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temperance and knowledge of the consequences of Venereal Disease to serve as the best 

protection.40  This ruling essentially said that washing centres could continue but the 

distribution of ointments could not; this came as a hard hit to the Canadian campaign who 

had found their new system to be effectively decreasing V.D. up to 50 percent in some 

contingents.41  

After abolishing the increasingly popular leave kits, the Canadian Army replaced 

such protective measures by establishing similar “blue light” stations in London for 

soldiers who were on longer lengths of leave.42  The treatment at these blue light stations 

consisted of a complete washing of the genitals and an injection of potassium 

permanganate into the urethra; finally, calomel lotion was smeared all over the genitals.43 

These procedures were quite unpleasant for men, many of whom chose to frequent the 

more private EPT stations located in the camps which were left open to men who were 

allowed the privilege of late-night leave.  Because men needed to be treated as early as 

possible after exposure, the advertisement of the London stations became paramount to 

the success of the new V.D. campaign.  Notice cards such as the one displayed in Figure 

3 were handed out regularly to troops who were let out on leave.  Echoing the statements 

made by Lord Kitchener of the British Imperial Army which encouraged men to be clean 

and avoid loose behaviour, these cards served as a short reminder of a soldier’s duty to 

act as a respectable member of the Imperial Army. The card’s main focus, however was 
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Figure 3 – City of London National Guard – To Soldiers on leave in London. Notice cards distributed to 
Canadian soldiers going on furlough in London. 

Source: National Archives of Canada RG 25-11-1 (6)
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to encourage use of the preventative treatment centres away from camps with the promise 

of free and confidential treatment.44   

 Soon however, the Canadians became less patient with unsympathetic responses 

from the War Office. Thus they resumed the distribution of the EPT kits in December of 

1916, giving men the ability to take protection into their own hands, as soon as possible 

after exposure.45 Under the strict advisement of the British War Office, condoms were 

never distributed during World War One nor were they advertised as a major method of 

prevention. This was based on two restrictions, first it was believed that the condoms 

available were not as effective as ointment and washing, and secondly it was felt that the 

distribution of condoms would stand as too much of an endorsement of sexual activity.46  

The basic kit that was distributed to soldiers was therefore a simple tube of antiseptic 

lotion (most often the popular Metchnikoff’s calomel preparation) and an instructional 

paper, along with a leave card on which soldiers were notified of the locations of EPT 

stations.  Unlike many of the other aspects of the V.D. campaign, the materials associated 

with the EPT kits were strictly medical and straightforward in explanation.  Little was 

done to discuss exposure or the purpose of the kits.  An example of instruction sheet for 

the kit is shown in Figure 4.  It would appear that once incorporating protection as a 

means of prevention, the V.D. campaign needed to lower the focus on guilt, so that 

materials geared towards sinful soldiers would not make them so ashamed that they 

would not report their own cases and find confidence in a medical officer. 

 Almost all the materials which encouraged soldiers to seek out professional 

medical attention advertised treatment with a completely confidential and no-record 
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Figure 4 – Instructions distributed with Early EPT Kits.  
Source: National Archives of Canada RG 25-11-1 (6) 
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keeping policy.  Military medical centers began nevertheless, to keep a paper trail of 

“Social Case Record” sheets starting in 1917.47  These sheets were not designed to keep 

track of solider infections, but instead were used to seek out the purveyor of the problem 

by keeping track of the women who were frequenting soldiers from the Canadian forces. 

In Dishonorable Discharge Venereal Diseases and the Canadian Expeditionary Forces, 

Arlene Doucette shows that the desire to trace the source of infection was part of a larger 

movement, which developed when “…The Canadian Expeditionary Forces’ efforts rested 

primarily on medical measures after it was realized that reliance on individual conduct as 

a means to control Venereal Disease was ineffective”.48  The Social Case Sheets were 

invented as a basis for helping medical observers of V.D. better understand the social side 

of the problem.  The lengthy questionnaire attempted to get as much information as 

possible about the source of infection, asking such question as, “Where did you meet 

her?”, “Did she solicit you?”, “Was she an inmate of a house?” and “Was she a 

professional street walker?”49   

In addition to asking questions about the source of exposure, the questionnaire 

attempted to asses a soldier’s knowledge of V.D.  The collection of data shows that an 

effort was being made by doctors to understand the problem at its social roots, through 

investigating how much soldiers knew about V.D. prior to infection and why they 

exposed themselves if they knew the risks.  These investigations were seen as critical 

from the standpoint of educators and medical officers who through reviewing the surveys 

could best assess the shortcomings of the V.D. campaign. 
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 What started out as a wholly moral and religious defense against illicit behaviour 

soon tuned into an all-encompassing campaign, which not only addressed the need for 

prevention, but also introduced concepts of protection and treatment for soldiers.  These 

changes can perhaps be best demonstrated by the pamphlet “Coming Home…” put out by 

the YMCA in 1919, just one year after the last installment of the “Manhood Series”.  

“Coming Home” gave a more inclusive and open view of the V.D. problem, which is 

especially progressive given its religious affiliation with the YMCA. The depiction of the 

epidemic was of course affected by the end of the war and the worry over soldiers 

returning to Canada with infections.  “Coming back…” still put forth a moral hierarchy 

which praised clean and chaste men for withstanding the pressures of war and holding 

close their integrity, by asking “…Are you coming back clean? Clean in mind and 

body?”50 However, it categorized men into four distinct groups; 

 1) One who never had sexual intercourse with any woman across the seas 

2) One of the many who has indulged in this practice with prostitutes from time to time but 

never contracted Venereal Disease 

3) The man who has been the victim of Syphilis and Gonorrhea  

4) The clean straight-living man who has married some British or French girl and who 

expects to set up a home in Canada with her as its mistress 

You must necessarily belong to one of these four groups. 

The pamphlet touched on the Manhood series and apologized to men who had not been 

informed about Venereal Disease in time, but assured them that reading the pamphlet 

would help make up for the shortcomings of their personal V.D. education.  “Coming 

back…” boast that it was not too late to come back clean and encouraged men to get 

tested and checked before infecting a loved one. The pamphlet implied that in many 

aspects the war was not over. “Coming back…” pressed men with the task of cleaning up 
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the country at home; it plainly stated “You are the men who must save Canada”.  

“Coming back…” exemplifies the temporary defeat of the more conservative views on 

V.D. control. By the end of the war The British War Office had given up its restrictions 

on EPT kits, just as the Young Men Christian’s Association of Canada had begun to give 

comfort even to those who had given in to their sexual desires.  Regardless of whether 

men had been chaste or promiscuous, the primary concern was becoming increasingly 

medical.  All infected men had to be treated in order to avoid a V.D. explosion in Canada 

upon their return.  The shame inflicted by the original pamphlets of the “Manhood series” 

had to be lifted and the individual conscience forgiven, so that infected men would feel 

comfortable enough to seek treatment and cure.  This change in tone shows that even the 

in YMCA, a religiously affiliated organization, the situation was perceived as desperate 

enough to accept certain inevitabilities of human nature and desire. 

 As Doucette puts it in Dishonourable Discharge, “War changed the way society 

regarded sexual relationships, and created an atmosphere where previously unacceptable 

behaviour became at least more frequent, if not universally accepted”.51  Certain officials 

had to at least tolerate the realities of what was going on between soldiers and the women 

of Europe.  Though most Medical Officers were likely not accepting of the behaviour of 

men who were repeatedly infected with V.D., they had to be somewhat sympathetic to 

even the worst offenders in order to gain their confidence and be able to treat and study 

the venereal disease problem at its basic roots.  While it may be a stretch to suggest that 

open expressions of sexuality were becoming universally accepted, no matter how 

desperate the situation which caused such a sympathetic tolerance, the effects of the 
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changes in the approach of the education effort must be indicative of similar leniencies 

which were spreading throughout broader society.  

By the end of the war, the V.D. campaign had become an effective education 

program that cleverly interlaced a mix of medical, moral, and religious reasoning, which 

worked together to appease different aspects of the crisis.  It can be assumed that by the 

end of the war every soldier returning home to Canada was familiar with the V.D. 

problem. The V.D. campaign would have a permanent effect on the average man’s 

knowledge of his sex and sexuality, just as the education effort would have impacts 

across Canada as the battle against V.D. moved onto the homeland.   It seems that the 

YMCA pamphlet which talked of the double standard was making a very fair prediction 

of the future that soldiers would face upon return to their country; they would arrive 

home to a society which would seem very different in the wake of The Great War, and 

would be greeted by attitudes towards sex and health which had been equally affected by 

the V.D. campaign.    
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The War Continues on the Home Front 

 What the pamphlet “Coming Home…” signifies is that while V.D. was a constant 

worry for medical officials at home and on the war lines, one of the gravest concerns 

came up at the end of the war, when returning troops threatened to infect the population 

at home.  Of course by 1919, doctors on Canadian soil were not stranger to the V.D. 

problem, as stories of the epidemic in Europe came back to Canada and instances of V.D. 

we being found on the homefront as the Wasserman test became more readily available.   

Just as the application of the Wassermann test had exposed an unexpected rate of 

infection in the military, the same presence of infection had been discovered in the 

Canadian public.  When the presence of V.D. instigated a military panic, Canadians on 

the home front also had to take up arms against syphilis and gonorrhea; only for doctors 

on the home front, they were not fighting what was considered to be a temporary battle.  

Instead, health officials had to put in place permanent efforts to control Canadian social 

hygiene. 

 The Canadian National Council for the Combating Venereal Disease (CNCCVD) 

came into existence on May 19th, 1919 at a conference called by Prime Minister Borden 

to discuss the problem of V.D.52  At the conference, a plan was put into action to fund 

venereal disease education programs by both the national and provincial health boards, to 

establish hundreds of treatment centres, and to prepare publications that would affect the 

public on mass.  While legal efforts had been made by the medical associations in 

individual provinces to restrict the V.D. problem, such as the Venereal Disease control 

laws in the Ontario Public Health Act, it became clear that efforts which solely imposed 

preventative efforts were not enough.  The CNCCVD, which was the central body born 
                                                 
52 Gordon Bates. History of the Health League of Canada. NAC MG 28 I 332 (1-1). 
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out of the conference, was a voluntary association whose specific aim was to stabilize and 

ensure the success of government plans by fostering public opinion which supported the 

V.D. campaign.53  This task was approached “…by means of the spoken word, the press, 

radio, pamphlets and film showings in theatres…” all of which focused on educating the 

public on the need for V.D. control efforts through publicizing the threats that the 

epidemic brought to the country.54  What is unique about the CNCCVD is that not only 

did it exist as one of Canada’s first health organizations (after the establishment of the 

Canadian Public Health Association in 1908 and the National Department of Health just 

months earlier in 1919), but it specifically existed to sway public opinion and gain 

support for the venereal disease campaign.  Unlike the National Department of Health 

which had been committed to fighting V.D. through medical means, the CNCCVD’s 

mandate was strictly social. It called for the establishment of attitudes and moral 

standards regarding the V.D. crisis and those who spread the diseases. 

 According to Dr. Bates, the director and founder of the CNCCVD, the 

organization existed to sway public support of the government program, while helping 

the public form opinions on the diseases primarily through “…preaching the doctrine that 

prevention is better than cure”.55  The CNCCVD had to approach the education program 

from the basics, just as military officials had done in years before, beginning by 

introducing Canadians to the very basics of sex and sexuality and then hitting on the 

dangers of V.D.  Although medical officials could not control and monitor the Canadian 

public in the same way they could men of the military, the themes of the military 
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campaign were useful to the CNCCVD.  A brief introduction to the V.D. problem from a 

publication which was aimed at doctors and medical students, introduced the social 

implications of V.D. in a manner similar to the “health and happiness” undertones of the 

YMCA literature in World War One.  Dr. Bates writes  

“Venereal diseases constitute the greatest single public health problem of modern times. Foul 

and sinister manifestations of our failure to attend and organize study and care of our growing 

young people, their devastating influence is more marked than that of war itself… The fact 

that venereal diseases are an index of the immorality of a community, that they are the 

common result of a misdirection of the efforts of nature to ensure the carrying on the race – 

the fact that with unerring precision their very existence points to the widespread departure 

from the ideal should actuate men and women in their responsibility to one another and in 

their joint responsibility to the race.”56 

This is essentially a call to arms for members of the Canadian medical community 

which put to use a balance of shameful and hopeful emotions to evoke a proactive 

response from the people.   

The CNCCVD was later named the Canadian Social Hygiene Council 

(CSHC) once it was realized “…that the techniques of popular education discovered 

in those early days were applicable to the fight against preventable disease in 

general…”57  It thus became Canada’s first organized body for controlling public 

health.  What developed out of the V.D. crisis at home was an approach to health 

education which doctors and religious figures recognized as adaptable towards other 

social ailments. In a publication put out by the Canadian Social Hygiene Council 

entitled Introductory Studies in Social Hygiene, the CSHC outlined the important of 

social hygiene, as discovered by V.D. and related it to a number of other societal 
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1922),  NAC MG 28 I 332. (50-25). 
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plagues such as gambling and alcoholism, mostly in their relation to sex and sexual 

health.  The publication defined social hygiene as follows; 

“Social hygiene in its widest sense is the health of a community. That is, a group of people 

so bound together that the welfare of one must in the long run affect and be affected by the 

welfare of others, and of the whole group”  

It attributed most of society’s ailments to man’s inability to control his sex instincts.  The 

rhetoric of the social hygiene movement asserts that throughout history, sexual deviance 

and poor moral hygiene had been the ruin of many civilizations;  

“The hindrance of easy satisfaction has called out adaptations of countless kinds, through 

which the sex-impulse irradiates with warmth and colour more manifestations of our life 

than is commonly suspected.  It is an instant whose transfiguration is one of the glories of 

our civilization: whose repression is one of the dangers, and whose perversion is part of the 

shame.” 

Through this publication it can be seen how far the dogma of social hygiene had 

developed since the end of the war.  What were the remnants of an on-the-fly campaign 

to keep soldiers away from the supposedly loose and sexualized women of Europe turned 

into a new approach to public standards of health and morals which were applied to the 

entire nation. 

While it continued to focus on V.D. throughout most of its existence, the Health 

League took on a myriad of other public health ailments through being committed to the 

“…prevention of unnecessary illness through education of the public in health matters.”58 

Their most basic principle stated;“…good health and longer life are practical objectives 

and not just dreams; and that the great deterrent to achieving them is lack of information 

and an accompanying public apathy.”59  
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The Health League soon discovered that V.D. was a problem that could not be 

solved as easily as they had expected.  Grants of up to 250 000 dollars a year were given 

to the National Board of Health specifically to fight V.D. until 1932 at which point the 

venereal disease divisions in each province were be discontinued.60  The minutes of the 

Dominion Council of Health, a body through which officials from all provinces met 

yearly to discuss progress in all health-related issues, showed a decline in interest in the 

V.D. issue as other medical problems came to the forefront; the public seemed saturated 

with what was an intensive thirteen-year campaign on V.D.61   

After public funding for the medical problem was discontinued, the Health 

League persevered in its fight against V.D. under the belief that the problem could be best 

solved through social means.  Just one year after government support for the medical side 

of the V.D. initiative fell short, the Health League collaborated with the American film 

company Columbia Pictures to create “Damaged Lives” a full length motion picture 

which documented the drastic effects of syphilis.  Dr. Gordon Bates, through his capacity 

as the Director of the Health League, served as the technical director of the film and also 

wrote and recorded the accompanying medical lecture. The film and proceeding medical 

lecture was delivered separately to male and female audiences around the world and 

became quite popular, filling hundred of public theaters across North America as well as 

in Europe, Australia, and New Zealand.   

The Health League’s perseverance in the fight against V.D. was not entirely 

unfounded despite the termination of national and provincial medical efforts which 

focused on the same cause.  Although medical authorities and government organizations 
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were loosing interest in the V.D. problem during the onset of the 1930s, the end of the 

decade would bring Canada back into war and thus another campaign on V.D. control 

would be needed.  Throughout the war, Canadian V.D. efforts would come complete 

circle; focusing first on the military problem and then finishing with a complete 

recommitment to the at-home V.D. effort with a reestablishment of the V.D. funding to 

the medical sphere in 1943.62 
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Panic! (Again!)– The V.D. Campaign Re-mobilizes. 

Throughout the better part of the 1930s interest in the V.D. campaign died down on 

all fronts; V.D. rates in Canada were maintaining themselves at a somewhat satisfactory 

rate and the general public had lost interest after several years of exposure to the nation-

wide campaign put forward by the Canadian Social Hygiene Council.  Venereal disease, 

which was once a heavily discussed topic at the annual national meeting of the Dominion 

Council on Health, began to significantly disappear from the agendas and meeting 

minutes, after a 1924 discussion where provincial representatives reported that members 

of the public seemed somewhat tired of this propaganda.63  It was not until the meeting 

on October 11th 1939 that interest in the V.D. problem came back into focus.64  At t

meeting Dr. J.A. Heagerty, a known authority on the subject of V.D., put forward a 

document entitled “War Time Measures for V.D. Control” for the consideration of the 

council.   

he 

                                                

Dr. Heagerty’s paper, which was well received by all members of the council, 

brought the very important problem of V.D. control back into discussion at a time when 

Canada was on the brink of joining the new war in Europe.  Dr. Heagerty and the 

members of the Dominion Council on Health were eager to be best prepared for the war 

at hand, knowing that at the beginning of the last war their predecessors had been very 

much ill prepared to tackle the problem. Heagerty’s report pressed upon health officials 

the need for immediate action. 

“At the time of the outbreak of the last War, there was very little information available 

regarding the incidence of Venereal Disease among civilian populations the world over and, 

therefore, the problem was not given the serious consideration that it merited, with the result 

 
63 Dominion Council on Health Annual Meeting Minutes. 1924. OPA. RG 10-05-02 
64 Dominion Council on Health Annual Meeting Minutes. 1939. OPA. RG 10-05-07 
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that measures for the control of Venereal Disease were not instituted at the outset, and active 

measures were initiated only when it became evident that the control of Venereal Disease, 

both among soldiers and civilians, was a major problem.”65 

Dr. Heagerty’s report called for the establishment of two organizations; first the 

establishment of a Military Department of Venereal Diseases to deal with the problem 

within the army, and second, the establishment of a department geared specifically to the 

civilian side of the problem.  The proposal also called for the adoption of the all-

encompassing campaign, which included prevention and protection and would appeal to 

everyone, including “…the man who succumbs to temptation, and the man who 

deliberately wishes to gratify his sexual appetite.”  Heagerty’s suggestions were adopted 

and the Department of Venereal Disease was formed to provide “…the provision of 

wholesome recreation and amusement for soldiers…” as well as efforts to “…inform the 

soldier to the prevalence of venereal disease during wartime...” through lectures which 

would comprise “…full information regarding prophylactic measures to be adopted 

before and after exposure”.66  

 Heagerty’s proposal demonstrates that, despite the very conservative aims 

ingrained in its policy, the World War Two V.D. campaign was launched from a very 

liberal starting point.  The Army Manual of Hygiene and Sanitation printed in 1934, 

exhibits that even before the onset of World War Two the approach to V.D. in the 

Canadian military had evolved significantly.  In describing the problem, the official 

document indicates a very frank and accepting approach to the spread of V.D., noting that 

“[t]he great majority of men are infected by illicit sexual intercourse with diseased 

women, and the emphatic denials of such intercourse may usually be regarded as 
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falsehoods.”67  While this statement practically implied that men are expected to have 

illicit relations with women, there were still remnants of the old campaigns which 

asserted that abstinence is still the only sure-fire preventative measure.  Instead of using 

religious guilt to sway an individual’s conscience, the army training manual attributed 

guilt to bearing one’s own conscience before fellow soldiers and the Canadian nation; “A 

solider who does these things is not only his own enemy, but the enemy of his comrades, 

since he may easily convey the disease to them.”  This approach was very different from 

education programs of the last war, and thus it was necessary for a complete redesign of 

the military campaign.   

 Health educators were demonstrating the lessons they had learned since the first 

war, after realizing that a complete focus on abstinence was not an effective means of 

prevention. Better understandings of the V.D. dilemma which were born out of the crisis 

and subsequent years of public health promotion in Canada, also allowed for more 

effective methods of treatment including the circulation of condoms (now significantly 

more effective than those which existed in World War One) and the use of stronger anti-

septic in the EPT packets.  The Dominion Council on Health initiated a fully organized 

jump-start on the V.D. campaign. The Military Department of Venereal Disease Control 

was created to ensure that all medical and training officers were given clear and concise 

directions on how to effectively educate troops about the problem.  With the re-

establishment of a body to control V.D. in the military, a set of materials was published to 

help bring focus to the education program and give guidelines to training officers.  

 There are two publications which particularly exhibit the degree of organization 

that the Canadian military took to combat V.D in World War Two.  “Protection Against 
                                                 
67 His Majesty’s Stationery Office Army Manual of Hygiene and Sanitation (1934), 200.  
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V.D.” and “Precis of Lectures on V.D.” were both published and issued by Canadian 

Military Headquarters and complement each other in outlining the very specific 

guidelines of the education campaign.  Although not published until 1944, these materials 

display the military’s intent to deliver a uniform education program to all troops.68  Upon 

reading “Protection Against V.D.” it is immediately apparent that there had been a shift 

in focus since World War One; where V.D. was once treated as a moral problem, the 

diseases are approached on technical grounds.  Just like any other type of weapon and 

defense training. V.D. was treated like an enemy or security threat.69  This shift in 

delivery was deliberate; “…education is to be treated as a part of the military training 

introductory talk given by the Officer Commanding… this impresses to men the fact that 

this is not merely a pep talk from the M.O. but that it is to be treated as part of their 

military training…”70  

Just as a soldier would act when dealing with any other threat, there was appropriate 

protocol to be followed concerning V.D. and official policies and procedures were to be 

strictly adhered to. Among the protocols introduced was the R-U-S-K-S protocol for 

protection.   

“Remember this word. Impress it, and the sequence it stands for, upon your students. The 

sequence is as follows; 

 

Part 1 –  “R” – Rubber Condom* 

Part 2 –  “U” – Urinate 

“S” – Soap and Water 

“K” – Kit of V-packette 

                                                 
68 Precis and Protection in their 1944 versions are found in the archives of the Directorate of History and 
Heritage at the National Department of Defense. Although these versions were printed in 1944, the 
publication suggests that these are reprints of similar volumes which were printed earlier in the war. 
69 Protection against V.D. Directorate of History and Heritage Archives, National Department of Defense. 
Call no. 83/429 
70 Precis of Lectures, Archives of the Canadian War Museum. UH 630 C2 P74 1944 
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“S” – Station – EPT station 

*(Condoms available at all stations)”71 

It is obvious that the military was no longer as concerned over the worry of endorsing 

illicit behaviour.  Protection including the use of condoms was in full focus as the basis of 

their training.  While there are constantly undertones and encouragements towards 

abstinence, the focus relied much more heavily on giving men a medical understanding of 

the diseases. Out of the four lectures outlined by “Precis of Lectures on V.D.” only one 

engaged the moral side of the V.D. debate.  After introducing the topic through a social 

viewpoint, the following three lectures are respectively devoted to the effects of the 

disease on the body, the prevention and treatment of the disease, and most importantly 

the use of the E.P.T. kits.  The publication informs training officers to put men through 

written, oral, and even demonstrative training tests to prove that they knew the proper 

procedures, just as if they were being tested on the use of weapons of gas mask.  The 

Precis stated that men “…will be held responsible by the Commanding Officers for 

failure to acquire the desired and necessary knowledge regarding V.D.”, failure to adhere 

to proper V.D. procedures would be treated under military regulations regarding breach 

of policy. 

 World War Two officials knew that although very effective, men were not always 

eager to report to EPT stations and thus EPT kits were designed to be sophisticated 

enough so that men could easily deal with their treatment on their own terms and treat 

themselves immediately after their exposure, instead of waiting to return to camps.  The 

inclusion of condoms in the EPT kits was first and foremost the biggest advancement 

since World War One, providing men with an additional measure of protection, which 
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was thought to greatly reduce the risks of contraction.  Through the introduction of the 

condom, the protection plan developed into a simple two part procedure (as indicated 

with the example of R-U-S-K-S), whereby the condom was the primary means of 

protection and the use of the EPT kits and stations stood as a back up defense. The self-

treatment package included an instruction sheet, a soap impregnated cloth, a tube of silver 

pirate jelly for gonorrhea, a gelatin capsule container of calomel for syphilis, all 

contained in a cloth bag with a drawstring around the open end.72  After urinating in 

“gushes” to wash out the urinary canal, men would use the items in the order listed. In 

true spirit of wartime measures, no part of the EPT kit went to waste; men were 

encouraged to wrap the instruction sheet around their privates to prevent the ointment 

from running and were also asked to cover themselves with the drawstring bag so that 

any leakage would not soil their undergarments or uniform.73 The final stage of the R-U-

S-K-S reminded men to return to their EPT stations for inspections, at which point they 

submitted and returned their leave card to indicate that they had followed proper 

procedures following exposure. Men who contracted V.D. and had not reported it could 

be charged for disobedience and given medical leave without pay for their treatment.74  

According to historian Ruth Roach Pierson, the use of EPT kits were quite popular 

among men. Initially, each man was issued three condoms per month, but by 1944 they 

became “free on demand as required by user.”75 

 When writing the V.D campaign, health educators had several new problems to 

contend with.  Although it was very much a vantage point that most men already had a 
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basic understanding of the V.D. problem, this in some ways worked against the aims of 

the program. One consequence of the Canada-wide education program was that as 

educators engaged the public in an exchange of discourse on the subject, they ultimately 

lost control over the spread of information.  Although many soldiers were highly 

informed about the V.D. problem, the loss of control over information meant that 

educators had to contend with many soldiers being consequently misinformed about the 

diseases as well.  For example, the 1934 Army Manual for Sanitation and Hygiene makes 

an obvious effort to dispel misinformation on the subject of sex and V.D., first by 

dispelling myths about sexuality, telling men that it was not true that they must use it or 

lose it, and secondly by imploring upon soldiers that “[i]t is the height of folly to delay 

seeking the advice of the medical officer or to apply some chemist’s or quack’s 

remedy.”76   This sentiment is echoed by a pamphlet entitled “You’re In The Army 

Now”, which was directed to soldiers who were being newly admitted to the army. It 

implored soldiers to “…see [their] M.O. immediately, Never try self treatment and Never 

use any quack remedy.”77   

As the medical industry had developed to treat the V.D. epidemic, so had an 

industry of quick-fix tonics and quack remedies which sought to do the same.  In addition 

to dealing with misinformed men, the military had to contend these remedies and tonics, 

which had developed alongside the public education campaign.  Throughout the 

campaign, the education materials did as much as possible to establish medical officers as 

the singular authority on education and treatment of V.D. 
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 Aside from official lectures and policies regarding V.D. there was a myriad of 

pamphlets, posters, and assorted V.D. propaganda, most of which were approved by the 

military and circulated among troops. For the most part these materials fit concisely with 

the guidelines outlined in the “Precis of Lectures…” and “Protection Against V.D.” 

booklets.  Films on the subject of V.D. were also introduced quite successfully around 

war-time, many of which portrayed former soldiers and the experience of infected men 

returning home and passing V.D. on to their wives.  Most of these films were presented to 

audiences on the home front and not directly to soldiers during the war, though many 

films were used to educate soldiers before their return to Canada.  The Canadian Council 

for Social Hygiene (The National Health League) was the primary provider of film 

showings across Canada during and after the war.   

When reviewing V.D. education materials, which varied greatly in medium and 

theme, there are a number of reoccurring themes and dominant trends.  Three major 

themes were endorsed as particularly effective in communicating the V.D. problem; the 

application of the military metaphor, the treatment of the perilous female figure, and 

finally the ‘moral codification’ of V.D. for soldiers. 

 The Military Metaphor 

 As mentioned in the discussion of Precis and Protection, there was a focus on 

V.D. training as a part of basic military education of procedures and operations.  This 

represents as divergence from World War One materials; while in earlier years soldiers 

were constantly reminded of the threat that V.D. posed to family life and the nation, the 

campaigns of World War Two go a step further to explicitly compare the treatment of 

V.D. to similar procedures in military operations and war-time defense.  For example, in 
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Precis, at the end of four lecture outlines the training officer is reminded of the necessity 

to draw comparisons between V.D. and warfare. He was to compare wearing a condom to 

using a gas cape, and to draw comparisons between the undetectable nature of V.D. and 

the similar properties of toxic gases. He was also to remind men that like other weapons 

of war, V.D. could take a man out of action both quickly and painfully.78  These 

comparisons were taken up in almost every piece of V.D. propaganda reviewed in this 

study, ranging from straightforward comparisons on matchbooks and posters to the more 

bizarre manifestations of V.D. metaphors in circular letters and other literature.  

 A simple and straightforward example of the “military metaphor” can be found on 

one of four matchbooks found in the collections of the Museum of Health Care at 

Kingston. These matchbooks, though produced by the American Lyon Matchbook 

Company, prove to have been circulated among allied troops.79 The specific matchbook 

that reflects the war imagery is shown in Figure 5, reading, “Don’t be a Target” and 

“V.D. Will Bomb You Out of House, Home and Happiness”.80  This matchbook clearly 

shows the way in which the threat of V.D., like other weapons of war, can ruin a soldier’s 

hope for a safe and happy return to home.  The military metaphor was also reflected in 

posters including the poster in Figure 6, which was one of many that were drawn by an 

individual medical officer.  This poster takes advantage of an obvious metaphor; 

comparing the male genitalia to the phallic image of the canon (such metaphors were 

quite common in the various V.D. campaigns).  “Cleaning Prevention Corrosion” 

                                                 
78 Precis Of Lectures 
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80 Don’t be a Target,  Museum of Health Care accession no. 996.001.460 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 – “Don’t Be A V.D. Target” from the Lyon Matchbook Company.  
Source: Museum of Health Care. No. 996.001.459 
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Figure 7 – “Cleaning Prevents Corrosion” draws on an 
obvious comparison between the maintenance of 
weaponry and the need to a man to protect himself.  
 
Source: National Archives of Canada RG 24 Vol. 6618 

Figure 6 – “Two Drips” incorporates the embodiment of 
enemy characters to dissuade men from ignoring proper 
procedures for protection. 
 
 Source: National Archives of Canada RG 24 Vol. 6618 
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encourages men to treat their private parts as they would their weapon, putting it through 

regular cleanings and inspections to ensure that its quality and effectiveness stayed in 

tact.  

Another poster belonging to the same collection embodies the V.D. infection in 

two caricaturized versions of the enemy (see Figure 7 “Two Drips”), using the slang 

“drip” which was attributed to the discharge that men experienced upon catching V.D. to 

show an infected, weakened, and fearful enemy.81  The depiction of V.D. as the physical 

embodiment of the enemy is also reflected in a pamphlet entitled “Facts about Venereal 

Disease for the Soldier” which was published by the Canadian military.  This pamphlet 

states that “V.D. Stands for Two Snipers, Syphilis and Gonorrhea…V.D. picks off its 

victims in the civilian community around brothels, red light districts, beer parlours, 

hotels, cheap dance halls, and ‘rooms to rent.’”82  It was not enough to teach men to be 

defensive against V.D.; to persuade them to actually understand V.D. through the 

embodiment of the enemies they were fighting took the ‘military metaphor’ to a new 

level of effectiveness.   

 Turning to even more bizarre examples of the military metaphor, the circular 

letter “The M.O. Talks in His Sleep” stands as an example of a medical officer taking the 

V.D. education program into his own hands, while still holding close the guidelines 

issued by Canadian Military Headquarters.  “The M.O. Talks in His Sleep” is the 

example of a more casual and somewhat humorous take on the V.D. problem. It informed  

men that nature had given them “…a Tommy Gun and two ammunition dumps…” to take 

care of throughout the course of their lifetime, and warning them not to use up their 

                                                 
81 NAC RG 24 Vol. 6618 
82 Facts on V.D. for Soldiers, NAC RG 24 6617 HQ 8994-6 Vol. 11 
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ammunition playing ‘target practice’ and ‘shooting game’.83  Furthermore “The M.O. 

Talks in His Sleep” applies the metaphor to the use of prophylactics, telling men to 

protect themselves before and after going into battle. The letter stated, “Keep the muzzle 

of your tommy protected by a rubber cap when it is exposed to the weather, and wash it 

thoroughly with the solutions available on your return to quarters.”  While this particular 

example is more humorous in its comparison, it effectively shows the focus on the 

treatment of V.D. as a problem of wartime defense rather than a specifically medical 

problem. It also demonstrates the extreme impact that the official guidelines for V.D. 

control had on the military.  Furthermore, although quite casual in delivering what was 

seen as an absolutely crucial message, this medical officer’s choice to present the V.D. 

problem in a such a manner might have been effective in using humor in order to appeal 

to an audience who had been exposed and desensitized to more typical education 

materials.   

The final example to consider is one that invokes the image of the enemy while 

also introducing the subject of the treatment of woman in military focused advertising. 

The Poster, “Unmask Venereal Disease” produced by the Royal Canadian Air Force 

engages two very popular themes; first is the treatment of V.D. as the enemy, using the 

image of the snake (commonly associated with the German army), masked as an innocent 

and blindfolded woman (See Figure 8) This poster cleverly implies the persistence of 

V.D. as an enemy to the war effort, while also warning men of the nefarious actions of 

women who like the enemy, seek to deceive men into a false sense of safety before 

making their attack. This material demonstrates that although the three themes of the 

                                                 
83 The M.O. Talks in His Sleep, CWM, 58A 1 185.28.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 – “Unmask Venereal Disease” incorporates the embodiment of the enemy figure as well as the 
theme of the perilous female figure. 

 
Source: Sins of the Fathers: a study-survey of Venereal Disease incidence in Canada.  

Queen’s University WD Jordan Special Collections RA644. V4 M27 1948t.  
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military metaphor, the perilous female, and moral codification are distinct, they were very 

often used together to more effectively convey the message of the V.D. program.  

The Depiction of the Perilous Female. 

 The depiction of women in World War Two advertising is significantly harsher 

than that of World War One.  The “waiting virgin” persuasive tactic was for the most part 

completely left out of second wave V.D. campaigns. Earlier depictions of women had 

always been intrinsically linked to the promotion of abstinence; once abstinence became 

just one of the many available options to avoid V.D., advertisements did not need to be so 

forgiving of women who spread V.D.  Women were most often portrayed as evil 

temptresses or in cases such as the “Unmask Venereal Disease” poster, directly compared 

to the enemy.  While it is arguable which portrayal (the powerless victim versus the 

capable seductress) is better serving of the interests of the women who had to contend 

with these materials, it is quite clear that the treatment of women in military 

advertisement could be slanderous and unforgiving towards the female population. 

 Two pamphlets which are particularly degrading, are “A Good Leave and No 

Regrets” and “Three Queen’s, But I’ll Pass” both of which focused on men having a good 

time while on leave, without getting involved with prostitutes and loose women.  One 

panel of “A Good Leave and No Regrets” (see Figure 9) displays a cartoon of a dark 

figured woman luring a soldier towards a dance hall with her curvaceous body.  Also 

featured in the cartoon are two other female figures one of whom is walking the street 

and the other leaning against the wall of the dance hall and chatting with another young 

man. The pamphlet warns; “If a girl is ‘easy to get’ she’s likely to have V.D.”84  These 

pamphlets exhibit that the condemnation of women as the purveyors of V.D. was often 
                                                 
84 A Good Leave and No Regrets. CWM 58E 8 2.1  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9 – “A Good Leave and No Regrets” features the potential dangers that men face when roaming the 

streets of European cities. 
 

Source: Canadian War Museum Archives. 58E 8 2.1 
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absolute.  Even more daring is the “Three Queen’s But I’ll Pass” pamphlet which 

introduced men to two characters named “Gonnie” and “Syph” who are curvaceous 

woman known to “travel around arm-in-arm with ‘easy’ women” (see Figure 10).85 The 

central conceit of the pamphlet is to warn men of the predatory nature of “Gonnie” and 

“Syph” and remind them that when out with any woman they could easily be on a date 

with all three. Both these pamphlets were distributed throughout the Canadian forces and 

recommended as resources for training officers in the document “Protection Against 

V.D.”86   

Author Ruth Roach Pierson specifically explores the portrayal of women in these 

and other pamphlets in her article “The Double Bind of the Double Standard”, focusing 

on the impacts that such materials had, not only through circulation to men of the 

Canadian army, but also on Canadian women who were exposed to such materials in the 

Canadian Women’s Army Corps (CWAC).87  As Pierson reflects, women were given 

very few options to protect themselves against V.D. or pregnancy.  Pierson states that 

while men were given a means to use EPT kits and condoms, “…a woman exposed to 

V.D. was left to become a casualty…” and was not issued any contraceptives or means to 

cleanse herself after exposure.  In a pamphlet entitled, “For Your Information” which 

bears the CWAC logo and was directed explicitly towards its members, women were 

harshly warned of the social and medical results of syphilis and gonorrhea, taken through 

an incredibly detailed explanation of their reproductive organs (so that they could better 

understand the way in which V.D. could render them sterile), and then given no other 

                                                 
85 Three Queen’s But I’ll Pass. NAC RG 24 6618, 8994-6, Vol. 11 
86 Protection against V.D. pp. 19-20 
87 Roach Pierson, 32. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10 – “Gonnie” and “Syph” are portrayed as lusty women who go hand in hand with girls who 
follow their example. 

 
Source: National Archives of Canada, RG 24 6618, 8994-6, Vol. 11 
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option for avoiding the problem than abstinence.88  The threat of a fall from purity is 

weighed harshly in “For Your Information”  

“The woman who lowers her standard of behavior makes herself vulnerable in many 
ways. It rarely remains a secret and once labeled “easy” she will never command the 
respect of the men and women she knows.  
 

The double standard that Pierson writes about has many serious implications. While 

education campaigns stressed to men that once exposed, even without the use of a 

condom, “…immediate steps [must be] taken to prevent the germs from getting 

established…”, women were not given any steps to prevent infection or pregnancy.  

According to Pierson’s research it was military policy that preventative treatments could 

not be introduced or made available to female personnel.89  For women abstinence was 

the key in avoiding V.D.  There is no doubt that such a gap in the education program had 

a huge effect on Canadian women who were less equipped to deal with the V.D. problem, 

and in many ways more susceptible to the consequences of exposure due to the added risk 

of pregnancy.  While men could be taken out of action for a few weeks for V.D. 

treatment, women who contracted V.D. or became pregnant were often discharged or 

‘retired’ and left without hope.90  

Perhaps some of the simplest and most straightforward methods of advertisement 

had the heaviest effect on women. The “V.D. Public Enemy No. 1” poster and the “Easy 

to pick up” matchbook both unabashedly depicted women as the purveyors of V.D. (See 

Figure 11&12).  The poster (Figure 12) clearly shows the standards that were being set 

regarding the belief that women were highly responsible for the spread of V.D.; while 
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Figure 11 – “Easy to Pick Up” shows the way in 
which V.D. might be delivered in an unexpected 
form. 
 
Source: Museum of Health Care No. 996.001.460 
 

Figure 12 – “V.D. Public Enemy No. 1” portrays a sinister 
skull hiding behind the mask of an innocent young woman.  
 

Source: Sins of the Fathers: a study-survey of Venereal 
Disease incidence in Canada. Queen’s University WD Jordan 

Special Collections RA644. V4 M27 1948t. 
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these assertions were very much made as an educational tactic, rather than a particularly 

strong belief, the effects of such posters are severe regardless of the intent.  Of course, 

men had to protect themselves and were also responsible for the spread, but the Public 

Enemy poster as a part of the whole campaign still shows a direct focus on the masked 

woman hiding her disease behind a cover of beauty and innocence. Just like the poster, 

the “easy to pick up” matchbook implied that women were the carrier of the disease, 

putting to use the popular term “pick up” which referred to any woman who might 

approach or be approached by a man for the purpose of sexual intercourse, most often 

eluding to waitresses, factory workers, domestic help, office workers, and prostitutes (just 

about every woman a soldier might come into contact with).91    

Ruth Roach Pierson posits that such portrayals were particularly uncalled for 

given that women of the CWAC, who had frequent contact with men, and were at times 

indirectly exposed to such advertisements, were being made into villains.  It is true that 

V.D. rates were quite predominant in the CWAC, however the true source of their V.D. 

problem was much more likely a result of the contingent being sheltered from a proper 

knowledge of the epidemic, than it was attributable to any predisposition they had to 

seeking out men and spreading disease.  While the women who were members of the 

Canadian military were not given any education concerning protection, while also 

bearing some of the blame for the problem, it is obvious that the women of Europe, 

carrying most of the burden of blame, must have had even less access to materials which 

would give them a proper understanding of V.D.   

The Moral-Codification of V.D. 

                                                 
91 Roach Pierson, 55. 
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     Another major theme of the V.D. campaign emerges when considering the 

educational materials which were specifically created to set moral and social standards 

surrounding spread of the disease.  World War Two V.D. advertisements still sought to 

impose a moral understanding on soldiers, and did so by using comprehensive 

comparisons to associate V.D with other, more obvious, social ailments.  Many civilians 

and soldiers alike had become indifferent to the cause after years of exposure to 

educational materials. This ‘moral codification’ of V.D., existed to dispel myths and fight 

apathy towards views which regarded the problem as a social ailment.  The first and 

clearest example is the focus on alcohol as an avenue leading to V.D. exposure. The 

matchbook “Alcohol Leads to V.D”, demonstrates both the codification of V.D. and also 

the powerful figure of the female seductress (See Figure 13).92  Like many other 

examples of the alcohol and V.D. connection the matchbook works on two levels; firstly 

it associated V.D. with excessive drinking, a subject which most men would have 

understood to be frowned upon by authorities, and secondly it implied that such 

behaviour lowered a man’s restraints and put him at higher risk for exposure. The 

message is even more effective as the image of the lonely drunk soldiers is contrasted 

with the hopeful image of his return home to a happy wife and child.  Furthermore, 

educators did not miss an opportunity to reference the R-U-S-K-S procedure as a 

reminder to the soldier. The link between alcohol and V.D. was also brought up in the 

Precis of Lectures, which cited alcohol as a direct causing factor of infection.  Lecture 

number two in the series reminded men that they may find alcohol in Europe “…in forms 
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Figure 13 – “Alcohol Leads to V.D.” exemplifies the way in which V.D. was linked to pre-existing moral 
codes associated with similar types of behaviour. It also displays the active use of the R-U-S-K-S protocol 

outside of official military policy. 
 

Source: Museum of Health Care No. 996.001.461 
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to which soldiers are not accustomed…” and put forward the warning that “…women not 

looked at twice when sober often seem most desirable when drunk.”93   

Other posters and educational materials commonly referred to alcohol as “the first 

step in getting V.D.”, on the basis that dance halls and pubs where alcohol was consumed 

were breeding grounds for syphilis and gonorrhea.94  In addition to associating alcohol 

and V.D., the diseases were also associated with other morally unacceptable forms of 

behaviour such as gossiping and gambling.  Two posters from the Royal Canadian Air 

Force demonstrate these associations perfectly (see Figure 14&15).  The first, “Never 

Gamble With Venereal Disease” works just like the metaphor of alcoholism, using a 

similar morally questionable habit to hit home the need for protective action.  Secondly, 

the poster “Secrecy can’t fight V.D.” brings together the theme of keeping secrets and 

gossiping to convince men to come forward with their infections and seek treatment. The 

figure in the advertisement is signaling to keep quiet and making a “hush” sound.  This 

poster also reflects the need to abolish the spread of misinformation in the army, implying 

that whispering about the diseases and exchanging unofficial information can work 

against the success of the V.D. program.  While the military wanted to encourage 

openness about V.D., they also wanted to maintain as much control as possible over 

information which was spread officially through pamphlets, posters, and letters.  

Conclusions on World War Two. 

What the V.D. campaigns of World War Two represent is a consciously planned 

and executed assault on the V.D. epidemic, which was initiated by the members of the 

Dominion Council on Health on the eve of conflict, and implemented quite successfully 
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Figure 14 – “Never Gamble With V.D.” is an example 
of the moral codification of the V.D. problem. 
 
Source: Sins of the Fathers: a study-survey of Venereal 
Disease incidence in Canada. Queen’s University WD 
Jordan Special Collections RA644. V4 M27 1948t. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 15 – “Is this you?” Encourages soldiers to avoid 
secret keeping and come forward with possible 
infections. 
 
Source: Sins of the Fathers: a study-survey of Venereal 
Disease incidence in Canada. Queen’s University WD 
Jordan Special Collections RA644. V4 M27 1948t. 
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in the military throughout the war.  The Official History of the Canadian Medical 

Services 1939-1945 had a much brighter lookout on the affect of the V.D. campaign than 

that of the same publication post-World War One. Though they did concede that “[i]t is 

difficult, if not impossible to asses the effect of either the overall Venereal Disease 

control programme or any one of its individual features…” they were in many ways able 

to address the problem of war-time sexual behaviour, and put great emphasis on the use 

of prophylaxis and early treatment.   After learning from the campaigns of the First 

World War, there was a certain level of acceptance of what the Canadian Medical 

Services called “the modification of sexual behaviour which may occur during wartime 

and service life…” this allowed for the campaign to focus on both preventative and 

protective education.95  Quite ironically, the report made apologies for the allowance of 

illicit behaviour during war time, stressing that though education as a “power factory, was 

not always effective in preventing promiscuity under the stress of wartime conditions; it 

may offer the best hope for a new and more effective approach” during the post-war 

period.96   
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The Aftermath – Reactions on the Home Front. 

 Post-war, the Health League of Canada (formerly the Canadian Social Hygiene 

Council) continued a V.D. campaign that lasted well into the early 1970s. The campaigns, 

which were kick started immediately following the war, reminded the citizens of Canada 

that the war on V.D. was far from over.  Along with the emergence of conservative post-

war values, the V.D. education campaign took a turn away from liberal treatments of the 

problem, focusing on themes which centered on family values, clean living and moral 

hygiene. One example of a post-war pamphlet has a striking contrast to materials such as 

“Three Queen’s but I’ll pass” and “The M.O. Talks in His Sleep”.  The pamphlet “V.D. 

War Must Continue!” advocates for pre-marital blood testing among couples who are 

preparing to marry (see Figure 16).  This pamphlet tried to mobilize public interest by 

showing how rates of infection had increased after the war and reminded citizens that a 

“…temporary reduction in V.D. in any part of the country must not be regarded as a 

reason for the slightest relaxation of effort and vigilance.”97  The pamphlet echoed some 

of the earliest V.D. efforts from World War One, by using the threats of unhappy 

marriages and children being born with defects to catch the appeal of individuals.  Still 

serving its purpose as a body to both promote health and sway public opinion, the Health 

League also challenged its readers to support the establishment of a law requiring syphilis 

testing before marriage, by encouraging them to write to local officials and attend 

meetings hosted by the health league.  Just months after victory in Europe the V.D. 

campaign had mobilized on the home front to ensure a healthy and happy future not just 

for returning soldiers but for the entire nation during the post war years. 

                                                 
97 V.D. War Must Continue. The Health League of Canada, Social Hygiene Division.  Museum of Health 
Care, 005.027 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16 –“The War on V.D. Must Continue” exhibits a return to more conservative approaches to V.D. 
prevention during the post-war period in Canada. 

 
Source: Health League of Canada. Museum of Health Care #005.027 
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 The aftermath of World War Two also saw the tightening and review of the 

Venereal Diseases Acts, which had been adopted as early as 1918 by individual provinces 

in Canada.  In Ontario the V.D. act took the form of ensuring certain protocols for 

reporting V.D. cases, contacting those who might be infected, and ensuring that couples 

were tested before marriage. These laws were introduced in Ontario under the Venereal 

Disease Prevention act in 1918 and were reworked and placed under the Public Health 

Act throughout the rest of the century. The V.D. act was revisited by the Ontario 

Government as recently as 1980, and many aspects of its statutes are still reflected in our 

health policies today. 
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Conclusions 

 The example of the treatment of venereal disease during war time is particularly 

relevant to our understanding of Canadian Medical History, not only because the first 

perceived V.D. epidemic launched standards of public health education for the Canadian 

people, but also because the campaigns of the Health League of Canada, which were 

created out of the crisis, would be broadcasted to Canadians throughout rest of the 

twentieth century.  Throughout our history we have seen the application of the techniques 

of preventative medical education, which were developed through the V.D. campaign, to 

almost all aspects of our health system.  Even today we are bombarded by advertisements 

that warn us about medical threats which we encounter in our daily lives.  From 

salmonella poisoning to the threat of West Nile virus, preventative measures are 

particularly valued because they can prevent the burdens that certain ailments put on our 

increasingly fund-stretched public healthcare system.  The communication of the V.D. 

problem to the public en masse set a precedent which brought medical authorities, social 

reformers, and religious conservatives, together to fight the battle as a medical-moral 

crisis, incorporating preventative health into social policies and Canadian laws in the 

process.   

A further study of V.D. education to include the advertisements used in World 

War Two, displays the way in which patients suffering from the same ailments were 

subject to completely different treatments and experiences.  These different standards 

emerge quite clearly out of the experiences of the women of the CWAC who found 

themselves victimized by the education campaigns which left them out of discourse on 

V.D.  The variance of experience of individuals suffering from the same disease, 
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especially pertaining to the villain versus victim scenario extends far past the V.D. crisis 

of the early twentieth century, manifesting itself in many different modern health issues.  

Though both might suffer from lung cancer, the smoker and the person who inhaled 

second hand smoke clearly fit into the villain/victim dichotomy, as did individuals who 

were discovered to be infected with AIDS in the early 1980s.  Though sufferers of the 

same disease can be expected to experience the same symptoms, their social experience 

can vary tremendously.  Societal views on disease are in most cases formed through a 

desire to isolate diseased people and eliminate the spread of the disease.  While social 

stigmas surrounding illness have existed throughout all of history, the taboos which 

developed around the V.D. epidemic are particularly valuable to explore because they 

were intentionally fueled by organizations like the Health League of Canada who did so 

in the name of public interest.   

A closer study of the after effects that these policies had on women is just one of 

the many possible avenues for the further study on the topic of V.D.  While men may 

have been satisfied to return to traditional expectations of sexual control in the post-war 

period, cured of V.D. and relatively free of guilt for their actions, what were the 

implications for infected women who had been discharged for the army for infection or 

ever worse, pregnancy? How were they accommodated or accepted during in this return 

to conservative sexual values in the post-war period?  The aftermath of the battle on V.D. 

in the war resulted in education campaigns for young people and the encouragement from 

the Health League of Canada to educate children and prepare them for their coming of 

age.  Just as there were significant differences in the education of male and female adult 

members of the Canadian military, it can be expected that there were contrasting 
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differences in V.D education campaigns delivered both to children in schools and adults 

in the general public where men and women continued to be educated separately.  Even 

in this modern day, sexual health education is often separated by sex in schools and 

different models of acceptability continue to be associated with female and male 

behaviour.  

While the V.D. campaigns of World War One and World War Two did not 

necessarily create the standards of the treatment of sex and sexual health that still persist 

in today’s society, they certainly exacerbated Victorian ideals, and used a medical-moral 

approach to try to curb the behaviour of both military men and women.  While it can be 

debated how long lasting the effects of such highly charged moral propaganda could be, it 

is quite clear that the treatment V.D. as an epidemic has many parallel associations and 

implications which stand as proof of its influence in creating and shaping the concept of 

preventative health care across the nation.  The reactions to the medical problem of 

venereal diseases from the communities who sought out its treatment and cure, and the 

subsequent reactions to the advertising campaigns born out of those desires, serve as a 

perfect example of the way that medical issues have been treated outside of the realm of 

science and addressed as an ailment in social terms. While these trends have been 

consistently seen throughout medical history, from reactions to the plague in the middle 

ages to the outbreak of SARS in recent years, Venereal Disease is a somewhat unique 

example as the epidemic itself initiated the creation of the very standards for preventative 

health education, through which ailments and diseases continue to be treated in the 

Canadian health industry today. 
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Abbreviations.  
CWM – Canadian War Museum Library and Archives. Ottawa, ON. 
DHH – Directorate of History and Heritage, Canadian National Department of Defense. Ottawa, ON. 
IWM – Imperial War Museum. London, England. 
MHC – Museum of Health Care. Kingston, ON. 
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OPA – Ontario Public Archives. Toronto, ON. 
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World War One 
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Syllabus of Lecture       NAC RG 9 III-B-2 vol.3616 
Sample Lecture To Serve As A Basis for Talks to Men in Camp. NAC RG 9 III-B-2 vol. 3616 
Directions for use of the Early Treatment Apparatus   NAC RG 9 III-B-2 vol. 3616 
Proposed Written Warning to Troops 29 June, 1916.   NAC RG-9-III A 1 vol. 41 series 8 8-4-28 
City of London National Guard – To Soldiers on Leave in London NAC RG 9-III-B-2 vol. 3617  25-11-1 vol. 6 
Canadian Expeditionary Forces.  Medical Correspondence Files.  NAC RG 9 III 25-11-1 to 25-11-3 
V.D. Social Case Record Sheet     NAC RG 9 III-B-2 vol. 3718, 30-13-5 
 
Pamphlets 
“Facts for Fighters” Young Men’s Christian Association, 1918    CWM 58D 1 1.1 
“The Double Standard” Young Men’s Christian Association, 1918    CWM 58D 1 1.1 
“If Every Man Were Straight...” Young Men’s Christian Association, 1918   CWM 58 D 1 1.1 
“The Way To Her House” Young Men’s Christian Association, 1918    CWM 58D 1 1.1 
“Coming Home” Young Men’s Christian Association, 1919     CWM 58D 1 1.1 
Facts for Men, Sword of the Spirit Campaign     NAC MG 28 I 332 vol. 139, file 19 
Verites A L’Adresse Des Hommes, Publications du Glaive de l’Espirit     NAC MG 28 I 332 vol. 139, file 19 
 
Inter-war period and Social Hygiene Council of Canada 
“Facts on Venereal Diseases for Young Men”, No. V.D. 2, 1920 O.P.B.H.  TFRBL jah.pam.00188 
“Facts on Hygiene for Young Women” No. V.D. 5, 1920, O.P.B.H.                     NAC MG 28, 1 332, vol. 132, file, 19 
 “Some general Facts on Venereal Diseases No. V.D. 1 O.P.B.H.               TFRBL jah.pam.00508 
“An open Letter to Young Men”                 TFRBL jah.pam.00740 
“Damaged Goods” A play in three acts                 TFRBL del.5594 Z5B 75d 1912 
Army manual of hygiene and sanitation, 1934.      TRL 613.67 G67.21 
 
World War Two  
 
Official Documents 
Protection Against V.D.       DHH  83/429 
Precis of Lectures: Protection Against V.D.     CWM 1944.  UH 630 C2 P74 1944 
 
Pamphlets/Letters 
“The M.O. Talks in His Sleep”      CWM 58A 1 185.28 Acc: 2003 0065-001 
“7 days leave – have a good time soldier”    NAC RG 24 vol. 6618 H-9 8994-6 vol. 7 
“So You’ve Had it Now What?”     NAC RG 24 vol. 6618 H-9 8994-6 vol. 7 
“Your In the Army Now”,       NAC RG 24 vol. 6617 HQ 8994-6 Vol. 11 
collection of hand-drawn posters     NAC RG 24 vol. 6618 H-9 8994-6 vol. 7 
“V.D. Public Enemy No. 1”     WDJC RA644 .V4 M27 1948t 
“Unmask Venereal Disease”     WDJC RA644 .V4 M27 1948t 
“Never Gamble with Venereal Disease”    WDJC RA644 .V4 M27 1948t  
“Secrecy Can’t Fight V.D.”     WDJC RA644 .V4 M27 1948t 



 
 
 
Pamphlets/Letters (continued) 
Questionnaire for those contracting Venereal Disease   NAC RG 24 vol. 6618 H-9 vol. 10 
“Three Queen’s But I’ll Pass”      NAC RG 24 vol. 6618, file HQ 8994-6 vol. 11 
“A Good Leave and No Regrets”     CWM 58E 8 2.1  Acc: 2003 0218-001 
“Crippled”       CWM 58E 8 6.5  Acc: 1983 0534-011 
 
Matchbooks 
“Even Snafu Knows”      MHC 996.001.459, IWM EPH 1831 
“Don’t be a target”      MHC 996.001.460 
“V.D. Easy to pick up”      MHC 996.001.461, IWM EPH 1831 
“Alcohol leads to V.D.”      MHC 996.001.462 
“You’re no match for V.D.”     IWM EPH 1831 
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